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Abstract
Proton Pumping in Cotychrome c Oxidase
by
Jianxun Lu
Advisor: Professor Marilyn Gunner
Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is a large trans-membrane protein, which is the final
enzyme in the respiratory electron transport chain in mitochondria or aerobic bacte-
ria. It implements proton pumping through the mitochondrial membrane against the
electrochemical gradient, by utilizing the chemical energy released by reducing O2 to
water. The active site of the chemical reaction is called the Binuclear Center (BNC)
that is made up of heme a3, CuB, a Tyrosine residue and their ligands. The protein
is reduced four times by electron from cytochromes c to reduce O2 and to generate
four different BNC redox states step by step. In each reduction step a proton is
delivered to the BNC and another proton is pumped across the protein to increase
the trans-membrane proton gradient. In CcO, the pumped proton is firstly located
in the proton loading site (PLS), and then is released out of the protein. In these
processes, a high conserved Glutamate residue, plays an essential role on the proton
translocation either to the BNC or the PLS.
In this thesis, Multi-Conformational Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) and
Molecular Dynamics (MD) are combined to study the proton affinity (pKa) of the high
conserved Glutamate residue and the identity of the PLS. This Glutamate residue
is located in a hydrophobic cavity in the protein, and the simulations show that the
hydration of the cavity is controlled by the protonation state of the propionic acid of
heme a3, a group on the proton outlet pathway. The changes in hydration and elec-
trostatic interactions lower the proton affinity by at least 5 kcal/mol. The identity of
the residues in the PLS is another open question in CcO research, and various groups
above the BNC have been considered as candidates. We designed a new model for the
simulation via separating the catalytic cycle into smaller substates and monitoring
vthe charge of all residues in the protein. The results demonstrates the PLS is a cluster
rather than a single residue, and the proton affinity of the heme a3 propionic acids
primarily determines the number of protons loaded into the PLS.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Outline of Cytochrome c Oxidase
1.1.1 CcO in Respiratory Electron Transport Chain
Cytochrome c Oxidase (CcO) is the last enzyme in the respiratory electron trans-
port chain found in bacterial and eukaryotes. As it is the fourth protein complex
in the chain, it is also named Complex IV (Figure 1.1). In eukaryotes, CcO locates
in the membrane of the mitochondrion. A Mitochondrion is a membrane-enclosed
organelle found in all eukaryotic cells. It generates most of the cell’s energy currency,
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), through the cellular respiration process. There are
four main electron and proton transfer enzymes in the respiratory electron transport
chain, which carry protons through the membrane of the mitochondrion to build
the electrochemical potential which is made up of a trans-membrane ∆Ψ and ∆pH.
2This potential is utilized by the F1/F0 ATP synthase to create ATP from ADP and
Pi [1–4]. So the mitochondrion really plays a central role in the metabolic cycle of the
cell. The number of mitochondria in a cell varies by organism and tissue type, from
one to several thousands, which marks the metabolic activity of the cell. In bacterial,
CcO exists in the bacterial membrane, and it only contains 4 subunits compared to 13
subunits in eukaryotes. Despite the difference in numbers of subunits, these two types
of CcO implement the same function in cells. In fact, only subunit I and subunit II
are needed for the main function of proton pumping, and the other subunits take the
auxiliary roles. Subunit I contains two Fe-heme centers. The low-spin heme firstly
gets the electrons needed in the chemical reaction, and then transfers it to the high-
spin heme (heme a3). Heme a3 is a part of the Binuclear Center (BNC) with a Cu
(CuB) as the other metal and a redox active Tyrosine [5,6]. Subunit II contains a Cu
center (CuA) with two copper atoms, which is the electron acceptor from cytochrome
c [6, 7]. This electron is donated to the low-spin heme a in subunit I.
1.1.2 Categories of the CcO Family
The CcO family can be separated into three categories based on common features
of the core subunits, and key residues in proton transfer pathways [8]. The aa3-type
CcO of mitochondria and many bacterial species such as Rhodobacter sphaeroides and
Paracoccus denitrificans are highly abundant and the best-studied group. The low-
spin heme is heme a and the high-spin heme is heme a3 in this type, and it contain
3(Fe - S)
FMN
C1
(Fe - S)
b
Q
NADH
Q (Fe - S)
FAD
Succinate
C
a - Cu
a3 - Cu
H2O ½O2 ADP ATP
Mitochondrial
Inner
Membrane
Outside
Inside
        I                            III                             II                      IV                        V
Figure 1.1: CcO is the fourth complex in the respiratory electron transport chain. It
takes up electrons from the P-side of the membrane, takes up protons from the N-side
and release half of them to the P-side of the membrane. These pumped protons are
used to synthesize ADP to ATP.
two proton transfer pathways referred to as D- and K-channels. The ba3-type is
present only in bacteria and archaea, but not in eukaryotes, and constitutes the least
abundant group. It has a heme b in place of heme a compare to the aa3type (Figure
1.2), and it only contains the K-channel for proton uptake. The last category is the
cbb3-type, which is present only in bacteria, and considered to represent the most
distant members of heme-Cu:O2 reductases. In cbb3-type, the low-spin heme and
the high-spin heme are both b-hemes. Their subunits II and subunits III are c-type
cytochromes (Figure 1.2). It also lacks the D-channel for proton transfer [9, 10]. In
this thesis, we focus on the aa3-type CcO.
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Figure 1.2: Chemical structure of the three types of hemes.
1.1.3 The Reaction in CcO
CcO implements the proton pumping through the mitochondrial membrane against
the electrochemical gradient, by utilizing the chemical energy from reducing O2 to
water [11–13]. The reaction formula is:
4cytc2+P +O2 + 8H
+
N → 4cytc3+P + 2H2O + 4H+P (1.1)
In the whole cycle of fully reduced one molecular oxygen, four electrons are carried
into the protein from four soluble Cytochromes c on the cytoplasmic side (positive,
P-side) of the membrane, while eight protons are transferred from the matrix side
(negative, N-side) through two pathways, named D- and K-channels, respectively
[14,15]. Among these eight protons, four are consumed in the chemical reaction, and
the other four are pumped out of the membrane through the outlet pathway in the
protein, which is still not identified. Thus the average stoichiometry for each electron
donated to CcO has one proton pumped out of the protein and one proton consumed
5by the chemical reaction [16].
1.2 Components in CcO
1.2.1 Binuclear Center
In order to transfer charge across the membrane as electrons are passed to O2,
CcO is vectorially arranged (Figure 1.3). The chemical site in the protein is called
the Binuclear Center (BNC), which contains a Cu center (CuB), a high-spin Fe-heme
(heme a3) and a Tyrosine (Y288), (if not mentioned otherwise, we use the amino acid
numbering based on subunit I of aa3-type CcO from Rhodobacter sphaeroides). CuB
has three histidines as its ligands, and heme a3 has one histidine as its ligand [17,18].
The O2 and water which are the reactants and products of the chemical reaction bind
to both CuB and heme a3 (Figure 1.4). The BNC is located approximately one third
of the dielectric thickness of the membrane from the P-side.
1.2.2 Electron Transfer Pathway
The four electrons from Cytochrome c sequentially come to a bimetallic Cu center
(CuA), then transfer to a low-spin heme complex (heme a), and finally transport into
the BNC to reduce the O2 to water (Figure 1.3) [19]. Here CuA contains two copper
atoms, and has two histidines and two cysteines as its ligands. The electron transfer
is believed to occur in two subsequent steps: from CuA to heme a, and further to the
6K362
CuB
CuA
heme a3
heme a
D132
E286
H+P
H+KH
+
D
⅓
⅔
membrane
P-side
N-side
Figure 1.3: The main features in CcO are shown. The red arrows represent the
electron transfer (ET) pathway, and the blue arrows represent the proton transfer
(PT) pathways. BNC is located approximately 1/3 of the dielectric thickness of the
membrane from the P-side. The ET pathway go through CuA, heme a, and reach the
BNC. D-channel starts on D132, goes through E286, and reach to either the BNC or
the proton loading site (PLS). The K-channel goes through K362 and reach to the
BNC. The pumped protons from D-channel go through the PLS and are released out
of the protein via the proton output pathway that is still unknown.
7complex of heme a3 and the molecular oxygen [20]. Four possible electron transfer
pathways from CuA to heme a are suggested based on the protein groups between CuA
and heme a. Two pathways that start on His B204 and Cys B196 (residue numbering
from Bovine), respectively, are proposed by Ramirez et al. and William et al. [21,22].
And the other two that start on Cys B200 and Glu B198 (residue numbering from
Bovine) are identified by Tan et al. [20]. In the second step of electron transfer from
heme a to heme a3, there are also four possible pathways. The fully covalent pathway,
which is mediated by His A378, Phe A377 and His A376 (residue numbering from
Bovine) is proposed by Regan et al. [23]. And Medvedev et al. [24] suggests the
direct pathway that includes a through-space jump between the delta propionates of
the two hemes. Tan et al. [20] identify two other relevant pathways: one mediated
by Arg A438 (residue numbering from Bovine), which includes two hydrogen bonds,
and another mediated by His A378, Ala A375 and His A376 (residue numbering from
Bovine), which includes one hydrogen bond. Among these various possible pathways,
the electron transfer from CuA to heme a is found to be dominated by the pathway
starting at His B204 (residue numbering from Bovine), and electron transfer from
heme a to heme a3 is dominated by a through-space jump between the CMD-HMD
groups.
8Fe O2
Cu
His-Tyr
Figure 1.4: The components of the BNC are shown. The heme a3 has one His residue
and a oxygen atom as its ligands, and the CuB has three His residues as its ligands,
and one of them is cross-linked to Y288.
91.2.3 D-channel for Proton Transfer
There are two channels connected to the heme-copper center for proton uptake
from the N-side of the membrane. The D-channel, which is named for a conserved
aspartic acid, leads from D132 on the N-side of the membrane to E286 in the mid-
dle of the protein (Figure 1.3). This channel includes both protonated residues and
molecular waters. These groups can form a hydrogen bonded chain for proton mo-
tion. Extensive studies on bacterial CcO have indicated that the D-channel transfers
all pumped protons from the N-side of the membrane to E286; in addition, it also
transfers two of the four chemical protons into the BNC during the oxidative phase
of the catalytic cycle [25–27]. Various mutations on several residues in D-channel are
investigated. These mutations affect the proton pumping stoichiometry and/or the
rate of turnover [28]. The mutation D132N results in remaining 3.3% rate of turnover
compared to that of the wild type, and the mutation E286Q nearly loses its activity
totally. The most interesting mutations are those of the two structurally adjacent
conserved asparagines (N139 and N207) that lie only ∼7-8A˚ above D132 at the chan-
nel entrance. Mutations N139D or N139T or N207D, cause little or no change in
the rate of turnover, no change in the rate of proton uptake via the D-channel as
measured by a pH-indicator on the N-side of the membrane, but completely loose
proton pumping.
E286 at the internal terminal of the D-channel is an important residue for proton
pumping. The two chemical protons used to reduce O2 to water are transferred into
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the BNC by E286. The other four pumped protons firstly go to E286, and then are
passed into the proton loading site (PLS) above the heme groups. Here E286 plays
an essential role in proton translocation in the protein [19, 29–31]. As the D-channel
and the PLS and the BNC are on the different sides of E286, it should form different
conformers. When E286 is in its “up conformer”, it connects to either the PLS or the
BNC to donate a proton. And when E286 is in its “down conformer”, it links to the
D-channel to capture the next proton [32,33].
According to the crystal structures there is an empty nonpolar cavity beyond
E286, and the distance to the BNC is ∼10A˚. Theoretical studies have indicated that
water molecules may at least transiently occupy this cavity, and water is indeed
continuously formed near this domain as the product of the catalyzed reaction. And
the water molecules in the cavity can be consequently assigned to transfer protons
either into the BNC or the PLS [32,33]. The experimental pKa of the E286 is around
9.4, and in fact, this pKa value should have big shift in proton affinity in order to
capture or donate protons in various situations. Mechanisms to change proton affinity
of E286 are one of the main topics of this thesis that will be discussed in Chapter III.
1.2.4 K-channel of Proton Transfer
The second pathway for proton uptake is the K-channel, which is named for a
conserved Lysine K362 (Figure 1.3). The residue K362 is located in a hydrophobic
environment between transmembrane helices, approximately 15A˚ below the BNC.
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On the basis of experimental studies and electrostatic calculations, E101 of subunit
II was favored as the entry point of the K-channel. The interior terminal of this
channel is Y288, which is also a component of the BNC [34, 35]. The channel also
includes several protonated residues and water molecules that can form a hydrogen
bonded chain for proton transfer. But the K-channel is not hydrogen-bonded all the
way through without assuming there are additional bridging water molecules and/or
movement of the Lysine side-chain. This K-channel is speculated to be specifically
involved in delivering protons used chemically in the reductive phase of the reaction
cycle. Also the K-channel is just used for chemical proton transfer but not for the
pumped protons. The mutations in the K-channel, such as K362M and T359A, do
not inhibit the electrogenic proton translocation [36].
1.2.5 Proton Loading S]ite
The pumped protons are not directly released out of the protein. Before they are
released, they are first transferred from E286 to a proton loading site (PLS) through
the assistance of water molecules. The PLS is above the heme groups in subunit I,
which is known from electrometric measurements to be located approximately 1/5 of
the dielectric thickness of the membrane from the P-side (Figure 1.5). Despite many
studies by different laboratories carried out in order to discover the PLS in CcO, the
identity of the exact group that makes up the PLS is still unclear [37].
The A ring propionic acid (PRA) of heme a3 is most often the proposed candi-
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Figure 1.5: Rhodobacter sphaeroides structure 1M56 showing the redox cofactors,
residues evaluated as the PLS and the D- and K-channels. The residues within the
green oval are evaluated as potential PLS residues. They are colored red (Asp, Glu,
PRA and PRD), blue (Lys, Arg) and green (Tyr). PRA and PRD are the propionic
acids of the Hemes. The D-channel (cyan) starts with D132 and ends with E286,
which are red. The K-channel (yellow) includes K362 (blue residue near the middle
of the channel). The crystallographic waters in the 2 channels are shown as spheres.
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date for the PLS. This group, which is covalently attached to the heme a3, and has
hydrogen bonds to D407 and H411, can both change its protonation state and its
conformation. A study by V. Kaila et al. [37] combined Continuum Electrostatics
and Molecular Dynamics methods to suggest that reduction of heme a causes dis-
sociation of the hydrogen bond to PRA of heme a3. This loss will increase its pKa
and enable it to bind a proton released from E286. P. Siegbohn et al. [38] also find
an important role for PRA of heme a3 via DFT calculation and kinetic and energy
analysis. One of the histidines that is a ligand to CuB is another promising candidate
for the pumping site. J. Quenneville et al. [39] find the pKa of H334, a ligand to CuB,
depends on the redox state of BNC by using Continuum Electrostatic and DFT. They
propose that this His:CuB could have its pKa lowered enough that it looses a proton
to form His-:CuB. T. Das et al. [40] find the nearby H333 forms a hydrogen bond to
the formyl group of heme a3 in experiments. This histidine is proposed to undergo a
conformational change coupled to redox state change in the BNC. From a theoretical
and computational analysis of the kinetics of the membrane potential generated by
CcO upon single electron injection into the enzyme, R. Sugitani et al. [41] suggest
that the Y172, H334, PRA and PRD of heme a3, R481 and R482 are possible to serve
as the pumping site. The work of M. Sharpe et al. [42] adds the hydronium form
of Wat280 and Wat172 found in many crystal structures into consideration as new
candidates of the PLS.
Experimental studies of H. Lee et al. [43] exclude the possibility of R481 and
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PRD of heme a3 being essential for proton pumping. They measured the activity and
stoichiometry of the proton pumping in R481H, R481N, R481Q and R481L mutations.
Their experiments show neither the mutated oxidases R481N nor the R481Q pump
protons, but remarkably, the mutation R481L does pump protons with the same
efficiency as the mutation R481H, at ∼40% in the wild type. Given the combined
experimental and computational studies the best candidates for the PLS are the PRA
of heme a3 and one of the histidine ligands to CuB.
1.2.6 Output Pathway of Proton Transfer
The protons hold in the PLS should be released out of the protein to the P-side of
the membrane finally. But the output part of the pathway for pumped protons (above
the heme a and heme a3) is not clearly seen in an analysis of the CcO structures [44,45].
Mutations of arginine residues interacting with the heme propionates in subunits I
uncouple oxygen-reduction from proton pumping [29]. The involvement of the region
around the heme propionates in proton pumping has also been suggested on the basis
of an analysis of the structure in combination with site-directed mutagenesis and
result from Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements [46–48].
Theoretical studies and the structural models of CcO suggest that the region above
the heme propionates at the interface between subunits I and II contains many water
molecules, so that transfer of pumped protons to these propionates would essentially
have completed the transfer to the P-side of the membrane. There is also a magnesium
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(or manganese) ion bound in this region, which arranges the surrounding residues and
water molecules as its ligands. This ion cluster is believed to have a structural role
and also participate in the proton release [49].
1.3 Catalytic Cycle in CcO
1.3.1 Energy Conversion in CcO
The electrochemical midpoint potential (Em) of cytochrome c is ∼250mV, and the
Em of O2 at pH 7 is ∼820mV. So for the mitochondrial enzyme, the free energy avail-
able per electron is ∼500mV. Each step moves (1) one electron from the cytochrome c
on the P-side of the membrane onto the BNC, which is located around one third way
through the protein; (2) one proton from the N-side of the membrane into the BNC,
and (3) pumps one proton from the N-side to the P-side of the membrane. The sum is
that two charges move across the membrane in each step. Given that the membrane
potential is 220mV (positive out) [14], for two charges moving across the membrane
in each step, 440mV free energy is needed, approximately 88% of the total energy.
Thus cytochrome oxidase is very efficient in converting chemical energy into the pro-
ton motive force [14]. The protein does O2 reduction chemistry once, but the proton
pumping occurs four times in one catalytic cycle. So there must be some mechanism
for storing the energy released from the chemical reaction, such as in a pKa shift of
conformational change of some key residues near the BNC, so that protons can be
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pumped each time a cytochrome c gives an electron to the CcO protein.
1.3.2 BNC State From R to F
Spectroscopic and chemical studies have provided a reasonably clear picture of
the mechanism by which O2 is reduced to two water molecules during the catalytic
cycle. In the process of the whole catalytic cycle, the states of the BNC change.
The catalytic cycle is divided into four main redox states according to the four redox
states of the BNC coupling with the four separated proton pumping steps. In this
scheme, the remaining two redox centers, heme a and CuA, are not engaged directly
in the oxygen chemistry and provide the pathway for electrons to reach the BNC so
are reduced and oxidized in each of the 4 steps of the reaction cycle.
The four main BNC redox states are named R, F, O, and E. The current under-
standing of the reaction cycle shows that between two states, one electron and one
proton are transferred into the BNC, and one proton is pumped across the membrane
(Figure 1.6). In the R state when both heme a3 and CuB are reduced, oxygen binds
to ferrous heme a3 to form the A state with a time constant of 10µs. The O-O bond
is broken in a concerted reaction, in which four electrons and at least one proton is
required. Two of the electrons are donated by the heme a3 iron (forming the ferryl
state, Fe4+) and one from CuB (which is oxidized to form Cu
2+) [12]. The source of
the additional electron depends on whether heme a is oxidized, to form PM state, or
reduced, to form PR state, when O2 binds to the reduced BNC.
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Figure 1.6: The whole catalytic cycle of CcO. The O2 is bonded in redox state R.
There are 4 main redox states including R, F, O, and E. Between each two states, one
electron and two protons are captured in the protein, whereas one proton is pumped
out to the P-side of the membrane.
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When heme a is oxidized when O2 reacts with the R state of the BNC, it can
not provide the fourth electron needed for the reaction. Then the reaction proceeds
by oxidizing a nearby amino acid, tentatively identified as Y288, which also provides
a proton [50, 51]. This reaction ends with one oxygen atom bound to the heme iron
and one oxygen atom associated with CuB. And it switches the state of the BNC
from A to PM, with a time constant of ∼300µs (Figure 1.6). This reaction is a
rapid 4-electron reduction of O2, bypassing any formation of toxic reactive oxygen
species (superoxide, peroxide, hydroxide radical) [50]. The needed proton is donated
by Y288. Note that the formation of PM just rearranges electrons and protons that
are already present at the catalytic site and does not require any additional proton
or electron input from outside the BNC.
Following the formation of the PM state an extra electron provided from cy-
tochrome c, to CuA, to heme a, finally to the BNC probably results in reduction of
the Y288 radical. This electron transfer is coupled to a series of proton transfers
which is thought to be the same every time an electron is transferred to the BNC in
the reaction cycle [52,53]: two protons are taken up from the N-side of the membrane,
and one is released to the P-side. One of the protons taken up goes to the BNC, and
the other proton pumped. And these new electron and proton coming into the BNC
change its state, and the PM state is reduced to F state.
When heme a is reduced when O2 reacts with the R state of the BNC, then the
electron required to break the O-O bond is taken from heme a but not from Y288.
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This reaction also makes one oxygen atom bound to the heme iron and one oxygen
atom associated with CuB, but presumably has a Tyrosinate instead of a Tyrosine
radical at the BNC. This new intermediate that is observed is called the PR state of
the enzyme (Figure 1.6), but it is spectroscopically (UV-vis) identical to the PM state
described in the previous paragraphs [54,55]. This reaction from state A to state PR
takes about 30-50µs, much quicker than the switch from state A to state PM. And
in this electron transfer, neither the pumped proton uptake nor the chemical proton
uptake is coupled to the reduction of the BNC.
In the PR state the proton transfer into the BNC is observed spectroscopically
after this electron transfer, which switches the BNC to F state. In addition, this
PR to F transition is linked to the first proton pumping, i.e. in this process two
protons taken up from the N-side of the membrane and one proton released to the
P-side [56,57]. These proton transfer reactions take place with a time constant of 100-
200µs, i.e. after the electron transfer from heme a to the BNC. The clear separation
for the A to PR and PR to F steps provides an experimental opportunity to examine
the electron transfer (A to PR) and proton transfer (PRto F) events separately.
1.3.3 BNC State From F to O
In the F state, heme a3 is in oxoferryl state whereas the oxidized CuB
2+ has an
H2O bound to it and the Y288 is deprotonated (Figure 1.6). The chemical proton
transfer into the BNC firstly protonates the Y288 coupled with the second proton
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being pumped out of the protein in the reaction cycle [58]. The electron transfer into
the BNC in this new intermediate favors forming a hydroxyl-ligand on ferric state
of heme a3. The internal proton and electron rearrangement in the BNC can lead
to formation of the hydroxyl groups on both metals. Then the F to O transition is
completed.
1.3.4 BNC State From O to E
In the O state, heme a3 is in the ferric state with a hydroxyl as its ligand, and
the oxidized CuB
2+ has a hydroxyl bound to it, too (Figure 1.6) [58,59]. In this step,
the chemical proton via the K-channel is used to convert the hydroxyl of CuB to
water. The third proton pumping is coupled to the chemical proton transfer. Then
the electron transfers from heme a to the copper of CuB to reduce it in the CuB
+
state which finally leads to E state.
1.3.5 BNC State From E to R
Now the BNC includes a ferric state of heme a3 with a hydroxyl ligand whereas
the CuB is reduced with a water ligand (Figure 1.6) [58, 59]. The following reaction
requires a chemical proton to convert the hydroxyl group of heme a3 to water, and
this proton is thought to be delivered via the K-channel, too. Meanwhile the fourth
proton is pumped out of the protein. The electron transfer from heme a reduces the
ferric state of heme a3 to ferrous state. This is the final step to complete the catalytic
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cycle, as the BNC is back to the initial R state with both reduced heme a3 and CuB.
Now it prepares for the binding of a new O2 molecule to go on the next turnover.
1.4 The Research on CcO by MCCE
1.4.1 The Previous Research
In previous work in our lab by Y. Song [60] and J. Zhang [61], the pKa values of
all residues and Em value of heme a were calculated with the BNC fixed in different
ionization states and compared to published experiments. The aim was to determine
the residues near the BNC whose equilibrium ionization states allow them to couple
proton uptake to cofactor reduction and to determine if there are two proton acceptors
to keep BNC reduction electro-neutral. Their calculation showed that, at pH 7, only
a hydroxide coordinated to CuB shifts its pKa from below 7 to above 7 and so picks
up a proton when heme a3 and CuB are reduced. E286, Y288, H334, and a second
hydroxide on heme a3 all have pKas above 7 in all redox states, thus, at equilibrium,
they are protonated and cannot serve as proton acceptors. The propionic acids near
the BNC were calculated to be deprotonated with pKas well below 7. They are well
stabilized in their anionic state and did not bind a proton upon BNC reduction. This
suggests that electro-neutrality in the BNC is not maintained during the anaerobic
reduction. The Em of heme a was calculated in the fully oxidized protein and with
one or two electrons in the BNC. The Em of heme a shifts down when the BNC is
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reduced, that agrees with prior experimental results.
1.4.2 The Current Work
In this thesis, two open questions of the proton pumping mechanism in CcO are
studied. One topic is the proton affinity of the E286 in the internal terminal of the D-
channel. This E286 is believed to play an important role in the proton translocation
either to the BNC for chemical reaction or to the PLS for pumping out of the protein
to the P-side of the membrane. In Chapter III, it shows that the hydrophobic cavity
that surrounds E286 significantly affects its proton affinity via the volume shifts. The
factors that control the volume of the cavity, and that finally determine the proton
affinity of the E286 are discussed.
The other topic is the identity of the proton loading site in CcO which is discussed
in Chapter IV. The whole catalytic cycle is separated into 24 substates by fixing the
redox and protonation state of several key groups that affect the proton pumping. A
cluster of ionizable groups in the region above the two hemes is monitored in these 24
substates. And the results from the simulations on various structures of CcO propose
a more distributed cluster of residues for the PLS rather than just one residue. The
factors that affect the different amount of proton pumping in distinct structures of
CcO are also described.
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Chapter 2
Method
2.1 Molecular Dynamics1
2.1.1 Periodic Boundary Calculations
The setup of the periodic boundary calculations (PBC) simulation is similar to
that reported in our recent study [62]. The initial structure is prepared by first
patching the protein into the desired redox state, and then embedding it into a pree-
quilibrated lipid bilayer. Lipid molecules with head group atoms within 3A˚ from
the protein are removed, leading to 326 DPPC and 6 POPE molecules; the POPE
molecules are included here because they were resolved in the original crystal struc-
ture [63]. Water molecules are then added to solvate the system to obtain a rect-
1The Molecular Dynamics calculations were processed by Dr. Puja Goyal and Dr. Shuo Yang
in Prof. Qiang Cui’s group in University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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angular unit cell with dimensions of 120A˚×120A˚×130A˚. The system contains 17,701
protein atoms, 175 water molecules inside the protein and 40,288 water in the bulk.
Next, 116 potassium and 109 chloride ions are added to make the system charge neu-
tral with a near physiological salt concentration. CHARMM22 force field [64] (with
the CMAP corrections [65] included) is used for the standard protein residues, while
lipid molecules are treated using the CHARMM36 force field for lipids [66]. Electro-
static interactions are calculated using Particle Mesh Ewald [67], and van der Waals
interaction using a cutoff scheme with the switch function turned on between 10A˚
and 12A˚. All bonds involving hydrogen are constrained using LINCS [68] to allow a
1 fs time step. The system is coupled to the Nose-Hoover thermostat to maintain a
constant temperature of 323K and pressure control is achieved using the Parrinello-
Rahman extended ensemble pressure coupling [69]. All calculations are done using
Gromacs version 4.5.5 [70]. The multi-subunit protein remains structurally stable
throughout the simulations; e.g., the Cα RMSD for subunit I, which holds all im-
portant metal cofactors and the active site, is typically below 1.5A˚ relative to the
starting crystal structure.
2.1.2 Generalized Solvent Boundary Potential
In the generalized solvent boundary potential (GSBP) setup, the system is parti-
tioned into inner and outer regions (Figure 2.1) and only the microscopic dynamics
of the inner region are followed explicitly; the contributions from the outer region, in-
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cluding bulk solvation effects, are approximated at the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) con-
tinuum electrostatics level. We use a rectangular boundary condition for the GSBP
setup with dimensions of 40A˚×38A˚×56A˚ for the inner region centered at E286. The
rest of the protein is treated as the outer region. With the 1M56 structure as the
starting configuration, the outer region has 10,562 atoms that are held fixed, while
8,447 atoms (7,922 protein and 525 waters) that belong to the inner region are ex-
plicitly simulated with molecular dynamics. Protein atoms at the boundary of the
inner and the outer regions are constrained according to the previously described
protocol [71, 72]. Thus, in the GSBP-IM56 and GSBP-1M56(+9w) simulations, the
outer region keeps the crystal coordinates. To be consistent with the GSBP proto-
col, the extended electrostatics model is used to treat the electrostatic interactions
among inner region atoms, where interactions beyond 12A˚ are treated with multipolar
expansions that include the dipolar and quadrupolar terms.
During the molecular dynamics simulations, all bonds involving hydrogen are
constrained with SHAKE to allow a 1 fs time step. Langevin dynamics with a tem-
perature bath of 300K is carried out for mobile inner region atoms within 4A˚ of the
boundary between inner and outer regions (i.e. in the so-called buffer region), while
Newton’s equations of motion are solved for the rest of the mobile inner region atoms.
Protein atoms in the buffer region are harmonically restrained with force constants
determined directly from the B-factors in the 1M56 PDB file [74]. The entire system
is heated to 300K and equilibrated for at least 100 ps prior to any production simula-
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the computational model for CcO. (a) Comparison of water
molecules resolved in two crystal structures for Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO; the
PDB codes are 1M56 [63] (4 subunits, 2.3A˚ resolution, colored by atom type) and
2GSM [73] (2 subunits, 2.0A˚ resolution, colored in tan). The positions of the redox
cofactors, amino-acid side-chains and water molecules (in and around the active site)
generally agree well. However, the latter has 2 extra water molecules in the D-channel
(which is possibly related to the absence of subunit III in the construct [73]) and one
resolved water molecule hydrogen bonded to the CuB ligand OH. (b) Demonstration
of the location of the inner region in the GSBP-1M56(+9w) setup. Protein in the
inner region is shown in red ribbons while water O atoms are displayed as red dots.
The rest of the protein is shown in blue ribbons. W172 and the loop bearing it
(Residues 165-177 in subunit I) are shown in green. The purple arrows indicate the
points on this loop where the inner and outer regions intersect.
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tions. All GSBP calculations [71] are carried out using the program CHARMM [75].
The number of water molecules in the GSBP simulations that start with the crystal
structure is determined by Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations [76]
as described in Ref. [72]. In GSBP-1M56, five water molecules are added to the cavity
[72], which is empty in the crystal structure. In the GSBP-1M56+9w simulations,
in addition to the water molecules in the GSBP-1M56 setup, 6 water molecules are
added near E286 and in the D-channel, while 3 are added near PRD of heme a3: 8
water molecules are first introduced by inspection near E286 (near W172 and in the
D-channel). After 13 cycles of 10,000 steps of GCMC and 10,000 steps of MD (2 fs
time-step) each, 6 of the added water molecules are retained. In addition, 3 water
molecules are added between PRD of heme a3 and Mg
2+ .
2.1.3 QM/MM Thermodynamic Integration
Details of the QM/MM Thermodynamic Integration (QM/MM-TI) pK′7 calcula-
tion scheme can be found in our previous works [77, 78]. Briefly, the dual-topology
single-coordinate based TI approach (DTSC-TI) is used in a QM/MM framework
where the titratable group is treated with the SCC- DFTB approach [79, 80]. The
total free energy of deprotonation is dominated by ∆G
(1)
E·A(H>D), the electrostatic free
energy of converting the acidic proton to a dummy atom(D); here E represents the
enzyme environment and AH is the titratable acidic residue (E286). The free energy
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derivative for a given λ window is expressed as:
(
∂G
(1)
E·A(H>D)
∂λ
)λ =
〈
U
QM/MM elec
E·AD− − UQM/MM elecE·AH + U bondedD
〉
λ
(2.1)
where
U
QM/MM elec
E·AX =
〈
ψE·AX |HˆQMAX + HˆQM/MM elecE·AX |ψE·AX
〉
(2.2)
Eq.2.1 represents the energy gap between the final (E·AD−) and initial (E·AH) states
averaged over the configurations sampled in a particular λ window. The principal
contribution to the energy gap comes from the QM/MM electrostatic terms while the
bonded terms between the dummy atom and E · A− (represented by U bondedD ) are in
practice very small. The total electrostatic free energy of deprotonation is given by:
∆G
(1)
E·A(H>D) =
∫ 1
0
(
∂G
(1)
E·A(H>D)
∂λ
)λ dλ (2.3)
Instead of calculating the absolute pKa which requires estimation of the solvation free
energy of a proton, which is difficult to measure or compute accurately, we calculate
the pKa shift relative to acetic acid in solution, with an experimental pKa of 4.74.
This also simplifies the calculation by helping to cancel out other contributions, like
the zero-point energy difference between the protonated and deprotonated states as
well as van der Waals interactions involving the acidic proton [77,78].
2.1.4 TI Coupled to Umbrella Sampling
Numerous studies have indicated that conducting extensive sampling is crucial to
the reliability of microscopic pKa calculations [81–83]. To explore effects of enhanced
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sampling of the degrees of freedom tightly coupled to the titration of E286, we couple
the TI protocol with umbrella sampling (TI-US) in the energy gap coordinate. This
has been used in different forms in several previous studies [82,84–87], perhaps most
notably by Warshel and co-workers who used the EVB potential function and by
Yang and co-workers [82] to overcome “hidden barriers” in alchemical free energy
simulations. In the specific context of pK′7 calculations for E286, many motions are
likely to respond to the titration process, including the rotation/translation of water
molecules in the vicinity of E286 and the reorientations of E286 and PRD of heme a3.
Therefore, using the energy gap between the protonated and deprotonated states as
a collective coordinate is more effective than biasing a specific set of conformational
degrees of freedom. The specific form of the energy gap in the current DTSC-TI
simulation is given by:
∆U = U
QM/MM elec
E·AD− − UQM/MM elecE·AH + U bondedD
= ∆UQM/MM elec + U bondedD
(2.4)
in which the bonded terms associated with the dummy atom (U bondedD ) are expected
to be small in magnitude and therefore only ∆UQM/MM elec is used in the umbrella
sampling calculations.
For each λ window in the TI, umbrella sampling along ∆UQM/MM elec is followed
by a WHAM analysis [88] to obtain the potential of mean force (PMF) and the
unbiased probability distribution of ∆UQM/MM elec, given by ρλ(∆U
QM/MM elec). This
probability distribution is then converted to the probability distribution of the total
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energy gap, ρλ(∆U), using Eq.2.5. ρλ(∆U |∆UQM/MM elec), which is the conditional
probability of ∆U given a particular value of ∆UQM/MM elec. This is estimated by
combining data from all the umbrella windows for a particular λ window.
ρλ(∆U) =
∫
d∆UQM/MM elec ρλ(∆U |∆UQM/MM elec) ρλ(∆UQM/MM elec) (2.5)
Knowledge of ρλ(∆U) allows the average energy gap 〈∆U〉λ, which is equal to the
free energy derivative (∂G(1)/∂λ)λ, to be calculated. Giving the scheme which couples
umbrella sampling to thermodynamic integration as TI-US, ρλ(∆U) and (∂G
(1)/∂λ)λ
obtained from TI-US and conventional TI can be compared. Any significant differ-
ences observed in results from the two schemes highlight limitations in configurational
sampling with conventional TI. Following Eq.2.3, the electrostatic free energy of de-
protonation and hence the pK′7 can also be compared between the two schemes.
2.1.5 Bennett Overlapping Histograms (BOH) Analysis
BOH analysis for the TI and TI-US data provides another way to evaluate the
statistical uncertainty of the estimated free energy changes for Glu ionization. Ex-
tending the BOH equations [84, 89] to two arbitrary windows λ and λ
′
in the TI
calculation, we get the following expressions:
ln
ρλ(∆U)
ρλ′ (∆U)
= (λ
′ − λ)β∆U − β∆Gλ′ ,λ (2.6)
Pλ(∆U) = ln ρλ(∆U)− 1
2
(λ
′ − λ)β∆U (2.7)
Pλ′ (∆U) = ln ρλ′ (∆U)−
1
2
(λ
′ − λ)β∆U (2.8)
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Pλ′ (∆U)− Pλ(∆U) = β∆Gλ′ ,λ (2.9)
The free energy difference between the λ and λ
′
windows (∆Gλ′ ,λ = Gλ′ − Gλ) can
be estimated from the plateau region in the function Pλ′ (∆U) − Pλ(∆U) over the
range of ∆U in which ρλ′ (∆U) and ρλ(∆U) overlap. The absence of such a plateau
region indicates sampling related problems, making BOH an independent graphical
estimator for the convergence of free energy simulations.
The sum of ∆Gλ′ ,λ values for pairs of adjacent windows in the TI/TI-US calcula-
tion yields the total free energy of deprotonation which can be compared to the value
obtained using Eq.2.3. For properly converged simulations, the values obtained from
the two methods should agree with each other (within statistical uncertainties).
2.2 Single Conformation Continuum Electrostatic
with Linear Response (SCCE-LRA)2
In the SCCE-LRA protocol, 10-20 snapshots are taken from the trajectories for
the λ=0.0 (Glu neutral) and λ=1.0 (Glu ionized) windows of the corresponding micro-
scopic, QM/MM-TI simulation using local, GSBP MD simulations of pK′7. Electro-
static interactions with all 18,485 protein atoms belonging to all the four subunits are
included for Poisson-Boltzmann calculations, which are carried out using the PBEQ
2These SCCE-LRA calculations were processed by Dr. Puja Goyal in Prof. Qiang Cui’s group
in University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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module [90] in CHARMM.
Four Poisson-Boltzmann calculations are carried out for each snapshot so as to
compute the following: (1) GGluH,prot, the total electrostatic energy of the system
with E286 neutral, (2) GGluH,aq, the total electrostatic energy for just the neutral
E286 residue in a dielectric continuum with =80, (3) GGlu−,prot, the total electro-
static energy of the system with E286 negatively charged and (4) GGlu−,aq, the total
electrostatic energy for just the negatively charged E286 residue in a dielectric con-
tinuum with =80. The pK′7 shift relative to aqueous solution is then calculated
as:
∆pKa =
(GGlu−,prot −GGluH,prot)− (GGlu−,aq −GGluH,aq)
2.303kBT
(2.10)
To take into account the structural relaxations of the environment for different proto-
nation states of E286, results for snapshots from the λ=0.0 (Glu neutral) and λ=1.0
(Glu ionized) windows are averaged in a LRA framework, which has been shown to be
effective in previous continuum electrostatics studies of protein pKa problems [91,92].
2.3 Multi Conformation Continuum Electrostatics
The Multi Conformational Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) [93] theoretical
framework provides a robust method to bring the ionization states of all residues
in an input proteins to equilibrium as a function of pH and Eh (electrochemical po-
tential). The protein can also come to equilibrium with the protonation and redox
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states of individual residues fixed to model specific states along the reaction cycle.
The MCCE program is divided into four steps: (1) the Protein Databank file is
checked and modified as needed; (2) a simplified energy function is used to select
several thousand atomic positions for side chains and ligands from an initial group of
tens of thousands of conformers; (3) accurate energy look-up tables are calculated for
the self-energy of each conformer and pairwise interactions between conformers; (4)
the probability of finding each conformer for every side chain or ligand in a Boltzmann
distribution is determined by Monte Carlo sampling at defined solution conditions
such as pH and Eh.
2.3.1 Build the Multi-Conformers
In first step, the residue topology files for each amino acid and ligand that includes
the heavy atom bond connectivity, rotamer building rules, the atomic radii and partial
charges and so on are loaded into the MCCE program. And the residue and atom
names are changed to match MCCE conventions.
In second step, the multi-conformers are created via rotating the heavy atoms of
the side chains and swapping O and N of Asn and Gln. The input protein structures
are divided into two parts: (1) the backbone of the protein that is fixed in the
simulation; (2) and the remaining atoms of side chains. These side chains are able
to move their positions. MCCE defines rotamer as side chains with different heavy
atom positions, whereas conformers are the completed side chains with defined proton
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positions and ionizations states. Rotamers are added via swapping heavy atoms of
similar mass that can rarely be unambiguously assigned in crystal structures and then
all side chains have rotamers added by rotating the bonds between heavy atoms.
After rotamers creation, the energies with the standard AMBER force field [94]
for Lennard-Jones (LJ) within the side chain and with the backbone and torsion
energies of each rotamer are calculated. Rotamer at high energy are removed. The
remaining rotamers ware then packed 5000-10000 times and rotamers that are chosen
in packing are used to go forward. There are an average of ∼10 rotamers/residue
after the rotamer creation and pruning.
The remaining rotamers are used to make various conformers by adding different
number of protons on appropriate atoms according to the topology files loaded in
the first step. Polar protons are optimized to make better hydrogen bonds. This
conformer creation also results in conformers that are very similar. The LJ and tor-
sion interactions are calculated again following hydroxyl optimization and conformer
clustering is used to prune conformers that are too similar. Finally, there are on
average ∼20 conformers/residue. This represents ∼50 conformers/ionizable residue;
∼15 conformers/polar residue; and ∼5 conformers/nonpolar residue.
2.3.2 Prepare the Energy Look-up Table
After the conformer creation and pruning, all of the remaining conformers are
used for Monte Carlo sampling. But before that, the energies of these conformers
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including the solvation (reaction field) and torsion self-energies and the electrostatic
and LJ pairwise interactions are calculated.
In the self-energies part, there are five types of interaction that are independent
of the conformers of other side chains in the protein: (1) the torsion energy; (2) the
LJ interactions with all protein backbone atoms, and with appropriate atoms within
the same conformer; (3) the electrostatic interactions with the backbone atoms; (4)
the solvation energy of each conformer; and (5) the interaction accounting for the
favorable implicit van der Waals interactions between a conformer and the implicit
solvent. In addition, there are two types of conformer-conformer interactions: (1)
electrostatic interaction; and (2) the LJ interaction.
The reaction field energy and the conformer-conformer electrostatic interactions
are calculated with the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation using multiple DelPhi runs
integrated into MCCE. It allows the electrostatic potential to be determined with a
nonuniform distribution of dielectric material and solution ionic strength. In the PB
based approach, the protein is defined as a region with a low dielectric constant of
4, whereas the membrane is defend as a region with a high dielectric constant of 80.
The salt concentration is 0.15M and the PARSE [95, 96] charges and radii are used
for protein atoms.
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2.3.3 Monte Carlo Sampling
The preselected conformers are subjected to Monte Carlo sampling to generate
the Boltzmann distribution of conformers. One microstate of the protein is made up
by selecting one conformer for each residue, and the free energy of this microstate x
is given by the formula [97–100]:
∆Gx =
M∑
i=1
δx,i{[2.3mikBT (pH − pKa,sol,i) + niF (Eh − Em,sol,i)]
+ (∆∆Grxn,i + ∆G
CE
bkbn,i + ∆G
LJ
bkbn,i + ∆Gtorsion,i + ∆∆GSAS,i)
+
M∑
j=i+1
δx,j[∆G
CE
ij + ∆G
LJ
ij ]}
(2.11)
M is the total number of conformers. δx,i is 1 if conformer i is present in the microstate
or 0 otherwise. ni is the number of electrons transferred if redox active ligands are
considered. F is Faraday constant. mi is +1 for bases, −1 for acids, and 0 for neutral
conformers. kBT is 0.59 kcal/mol at 298K, the default temperature. The pH and Eh
describe the ability of the solvent to donate protons or electrons. The pKa,sol,i and
Em,sol,i are the reference solution pKa and Em (electrochemical midpoint potential) of
groups involved in acid/base or redox reactions. These are properties of the residue
not the conformer [60]. The second line of the equation describes the conformer self-
energies, which are independent of the other conformers in the microstate. The third
line gives the electrostatic (CE) and LJ pairwise interactions, which depend on the
conformers selected in the microstate.
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The Monte Carlo sampling cycle is carried out starting from a random microstate,
and it includes four stages: annealing, initial sampling, conformer reduction, and
equilibrium sampling. Only the last stage is saved for recording to determine the
equilibrated conformer distribution. The fraction of residues ionized as a function of
pH gives the pKa. In addition, the results can be analyzed to evaluate the energy
terms that yield the shifts in proton affinity on moving a residue from solution to its
position in the protein at any pH. ∆∆Gprotein is analyzed using a mean field approach
given by [93,100]:
∆∆Gprotein = (∆∆Grxn + ∆Gpol) + ∆Gres (2.12)
The differences in solvation energy (∆Grxn) and electrostatic and non-electrostatic
interactions with the backbone (∆Gpol) are independent of pH. While the interactions
of the group of interest with side chains of other residues, which have conformational
flexibility (∆Gres) result from the Monte Carlo sampling, and so depend on the pH
value. MCCE uses full Boltzmann sampling to determine the protonation changes.
The mean field calculation is used to evaluate the results. Thus at a given pH, we
can estimate the free energy of ionization of a residue as:
∆GpH = 2.3mRT (pH − pKa,sol) + (∆∆Grxn + ∆Gpol + ∆Gres,pH) (2.13)
Where ∆Gres,pH is the mean field interaction of the Boltzmann-weighted distribution
of conformers of the residue of interest with the Boltzmann-weighted occupancy of
all other conformers in the protein at this pH and substate. Here m is +1 for base,
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and −1 for an acid.
The free energy of ionization of an acid equilibrated in the protein at pH 7 is:
∆G7 = 1.36× (pK ′7 − 7) kcal/mol (2.14)
pK
′
7 = pKa,sol +
∆∆Gprotein
1.36× kBT (2.15)
The ∆∆Gprotein is the difference in interaction of the protein with the ionized and
neutral acid leading to the shift in the proton affinity. It is determined with all other
residues at their equilibrium protonation state at pH 7. In MCCE, Monte Carlo
simulations sample distributions of protonation micro states so residues can have
fractional ionization. In SCCE and QM/MM-TI calculations, the protonation states
are fixed at integer values representing one protonation microstate of the protein. See
Table 2.1 for the list of the residues that are not in their standard ionization states
at pH 7 as determined by MCCE calculations [60].
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Table 2.1: Summary of degrees of freedom for pKa and pK
′
7 calculations
side solvent internal number of
Method calculationa protonationb backbonec chainsc modeld dielectricd snapshotse
QM/MM-TI pK′7 fix free free explicit =1
SCCE-LRA pK′7 fix fix fix =80 =2,4 10-20
MCCE pK′7 free at pH 7 fix free =80 =4 6
MCCE pKa free pH titration fix free =80 =4 6
a. pK′7 is obtained from the energy for ionization with all protonation states fixed;
pKa is calculated by a pH titration with the protein remaining in equilibrium with
the solution pH.
b. protonation states: Fix have all Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys and propionic acids in their
ionized states with the exception of E286, K362, D407, K442 of subunit I, E90, E185
and D251 of subunit III. All His, Tyr and Cys are neutral with the exception of H67,
H534 of subunit I, C252 and C256 of subunit II and H37, H132 and H188 of subunit
III, which are charged; free at pH 7: all residues are equilibrated in the defined redox
state and E286, PRDa3, Y288 and CuB water protonation states (Table 3.3).
c. The backbone and side chains can be fixed in a single position or free to move. For
QM/MM-TI calculations, local, GSBP MD is used. For MCCE, side chain rotamers
are subjected to Monte Carlo sampling.
d. Solvent model and internal dielectric: The QM/MM-TI calculations have explicit
water in the inner GSBP region subjected to MD simulations; the outer GSBP region
is treated with Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics. The GSBP dynamics maintains the
cavity characteristics of the input structure. The SCCE-LRA and MCCE calculations
use the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with an external dielectric constant of 80 and
an internal dielectric constant of 2 or 4. Additional calculations are also reported in
Tables 3.5, 3.6 for SCCE-LRA and MCCE with a range of internal dielectric constants.
e. Number of snapshots: The results of these numbers of individual snapshots are
averaged for the reported pK′7 or pKa.
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Chapter 3
Changing Hydration Level in an
Internal Cavity Modulates the
Proton Affinity of a Key
Glutamate in Cytochrome c
Oxidase
3.1 Abstract
Cytochrome c Oxidase contributes to the transmembrane proton gradient by re-
moving two protons from the high-pH side of the membrane each time the binuclear
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center active site is reduced. One proton goes to the binuclear center, whereas the
other is pumped to the low-pH periplasmic space. Glutamate 286 (E286) has been
proposed to serve as a transiently deprotonated proton donor. Using unrestrained
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, we show that the size of and water dis-
tribution in the hydrophobic cavity that holds E286 is controlled by the protonation
state of the propionic acid of heme a3, a group on the proton outlet pathway. Pro-
tonation of the propionate disrupts hydrogen bonding to two side chains, allowing a
loop to swing open. Continuum electrostatics and atomistic free-energy perturbation
calculations show that the resultant changes in hydration and electrostatic interac-
tions lower the Glutamate proton affinity by at least 5 kcal/mol. These changes in
the internal hydration level occur in the absence of major conformational transitions
and serve to stabilize needed transient intermediates in proton transport. The trigger
is not the protonation of the Glutamate of interest, but rather the protonation of a
residue ∼10A˚ away. Thus, unlike local water penetration to stabilize a new charge,
this finding represents a specific role for water molecules in the protein interior, me-
diating proton transfers and facilitating ion transport.
3.2 Introduction
Water is essential to the structure, dynamics, and function of biomolecules [101],
and its role in protein folding, association [102], and dynamics [103,104] has been well
documented. The highly polar and polarizable water molecules play diverse roles in
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protein interiors. Water can aid catalysis in enzyme active sites [105, 106]. Water or
water chains are often observed in proteins that are [107, 108] proton or ion trans-
porters or pumps [109–112]. Internal cavities holding functional water molecules are
believed to have a fairly constant level of hydration throughout the protein reaction
cycle, unless significant conformational changes occur [113]. Water penetration in
response to the ionization or reduction of internal groups has been extensively dis-
cussed [114, 115], although it is usually described as part of protein’s local dielectric
response.
E286 is a required, conserved residue that is expected to transfer protons from the
D channel either to the BNC or the proton loading site (PLS) each time CcO is re-
duced (Figure 3.1). Experiments assign a functional pKa to E286 near 9.4 [116]. Thus,
at higher pH, proton binding to the Glutamate becomes rate-limiting for steady-state
turnover. The current understanding of the reaction cycle shows that protons are
pumped in each of the four distinct BNC redox states [14, 110, 117]. The reaction
mechanism needs E286 to be deprotonated twice to pass a proton to the PLS and to
the BNC in each CcO reduction step. Previous continuum electrostatics [60,118–120]
and semimacroscopic [121, 122] calculations obtained pKa values for E286 near 9-10.
However, recent microscopic calculations have found significantly higher pKa values
of more than 12 [72,115], making it unclear how a proton could be lost from this site,
whereas others do not address the proton affinity of the essential Glutamate [123,124].
The discrepancy between experiment and simulations may result from technical is-
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sues such as the use of static protein structures and limited sampling of protonation
states of titratable groups, or it may arise from changes in the protein that have been
missed. Thus, a key question remaining is how the proton affinity of this essential
Glutamate is modulated so it can donate a proton to the PLS and the BNC through
the reaction cycle.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of key residues near the hydrophobic cavity in CcO and general
proton pathways to and from E286.
In this work, computational studies show the hydration level of an internal cav-
ity near E286 changes substantially without needing global conformational changes.
Rather, the structure of an internal loop is controlled or anchored by the protonation
state of the D-propionic acid of heme a3. This potentially important motion has not
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been noted in previous computational studies in which part of the protein structure
was constrained [72, 118, 123]. Both continuum electrostatics and quantum mechan-
ical/classical mechanical (QM/MM) free-energy simulations show that the resultant
changes in E286 hydration level and electrostatic interactions significantly affect its
pKa (proton affinity). These findings point to a molecular mechanism to modulate
the timing of proton transfers in the CcO proton pumping cycle by modifying the
proton affinity of this key acid. More generally, the results show that changes in
protein internal hydration may occur with only small, distal conformational changes,
and these can serve as an important regulatory mechanism in ion transport, thus
going beyond being part of generic dielectric response of proteins.
3.3 Results and Discussion1
3.3.1 Hydration Level of the Hydrophobic Cavity Near E286
Depends on the Protonation State of the Heme a3 Pro-
pionate D.
The hydrophobic cavity that bridges E286 and propionate D of heme a3 (PRDa3),
∼10A˚ away, is a functionally important region in CcO (Figure 3.1). It is surrounded
by the key cofactors: heme a, heme a3, and CuB. The latter two form the BNC, which
1The Molecular Dynamics calculations were processed by Dr. Puja Goyal and Dr. Shuo Yang
in Prof. Qiang Cui’s group in University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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catalyzes the reduction of molecular oxygen to water, providing the overall thermo-
dynamic driving force for proton pumping. No water molecules are observed in the
cavity around the Glutamate in the various crystal structures of CcO from different
organisms (Table 3.1), although it is assumed that they will be needed to mediate pro-
ton transfers through this region. Disordered and dynamic water molecules are hard
to see in crystal structures [125, 126]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations typi-
cally find four to five molecules in the region [33,72,124,127,128], especially following
Glutamte ionization [115]. However, most previous simulations sampled relatively
short times, often did not include a detailed membrane or solvent environment, and
most importantly constrain a significant number of atoms to their crystallographic
positions.
Here we have carried out a comparison of the hydrophobic cavity near E286 in dif-
ferent CcO chemical states in fairly long timescale (multiple 15-50 ns) unconstrained
atomistic MD simulations in an explicit membrane environment. We focus on four key
substates in the PR→F transition, which has been extensively characterized by ex-
periments [14,110,117]. The four states are denoted: PR , P
′
R , P
′′
R , and
′F. Analyses
considering different force field parameters [72,129], including the effect of electronic
polarization [114], and conditions for the MD simulations test the robustness of the
results.
The PR state has the Glutamate protonated and the PRDa3ionized. In P
′
R the
proton has transferred from Glutamate, which is now ionized, to the now neutral,
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Table 3.1: Active site features for different crystal structures of CcOa
PDB code Resolution E286-PRDa3 PRDa3-R481 W172-PRDa3 W172-PRDa3 ] of water
Paracoccus denitrificans
3HB3 3.25 10.3 2.9 2.7 4.3 0
1QLE 3.00 10.3 2.8 3.4 5.1 0
Rhodobacter sphaeroides
3FYE 2.15 10.4 2.8 2.9 4.4 0
2GSM 2.00 10.2 2.8 2.8 4.5 1
1M56 2.30 10.3 3.2 3.1 4.8 0
Bovine
3ASO 2.30 11.3 2.9 2.8 4.5 0
2Y69 1.95 11.5 2.8 2.8 4.5 0
3ABM 1.95 11.4 2.9 2.8 4.4 0
2EIJ 1.90 11.4 2.9 2.8 4.4 0
2DYR 1.80 11.4 2.9 2.8 4.4 0
1V54 1.80 11.4 2.9 2.7 4.4 0
1V55 1.90 11.4 2.8 2.8 4.4 0
a. The units in this table is A˚. The four distances reported in Figure 3.6 of the main
text (Cδ-E286 to Cαδ of PRDa3; minimal distance between propionate acidic oxygens
of PRDa3 and side chain NH of R481; minimal distance between propionate acidic
oxygens of PRDa3 and N1 of W172; minimal distance between propionate acidic
oxygens of PRDa and N1 of W172) and the number of water molecules in the cavity
in various CcO crystal structures. Note that these distances, especially those that
involve W172, change significantly in PBC based MD simulations when PRDa3 is
protonated.
protonated PRDa3. In P
′′
R, reprotonation of the Glutamate leaves both acids proto-
nated. In ′F the acids maintain the P′R protonation states, but a proton is added to
the hydroxyl on CuB, representing proton transfer into the BNC for oxygen reduction
chemistry. Thus, PR explores the initial CcO protonation state, P
′
R, the one after a
proton has moved to the pumping site, and ′F, the one where the proton has trans-
ferred to the BNC, before proton release from the PLS. The identity of the proton
loading site is unknown. Likely candidates are the heme a3 propionates [117, 121] or
a Histidine ligand of CuB [39]. Here we take PRDa3 as the PLS because it is spatially
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closer to E286 and the D-channel, which mediates the transfer of protons taken up
from the N-side of the membrane (Figure 3.1). The BNC is fixed in the specific redox
states here (Table 3.2). However, this should not be critical, as proton pumping is
posited to occur via the same mechanism in all CcO redox transitions [14,117,130].
3.3.2 Hydration of the Cavity Near E286
The hydration levels of the cavity in different chemical states of CcO are compared
in several ways. It is very small in the unconstrained MD trajectories for the PR state,
with E286 protonated and PRDa3 deprotonated, similar to that found in CcO crystal
structures (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). The free volume found by a probe sphere of 1.4A˚
radius is near zero. The continuum solvation energy penalty for Glutamate ionization
in MD snapshots is 6.0±0.5 kcal/mol. Although the MD structure starts with five
water molecules in the cavity, they diffuse away in nanoseconds. In independent, 15-
50 ns trajectories, there are typically only two water molecules left in the cavity by
the end of the simulation. By contrast, the cavity is full of water molecules in both
the P′R and
′F simulations, each of which have moved a proton off E286 onto PRDa3
(Figure 3.3). The hydration level is slightly higher in the ′F state where the BNC has
an extra proton. The MD trajectories now keep 8-10 water molecules in the cavity,
whose volume has expanded to ∼155±21 A˚3 (Figure 3.2, for an illustration). The
Glutamate continuum solvation penalty for ionization is now only 3.9±0.5 kcal/mol.
Thus, the protonation of the Glutamate and PRDa3 changes the hydration level
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(Figure 3.4) with a small, dry cavity in the PR state and a large, hydrated cavity in
the P′R and
′F states. These are referred to as the small- and large-cavity structures
in the following.
Figure 3.2: Illustration for the change of cavity size in MD simulations where PRDa3
is protonated. (a) Space-filling model for the active site region in the crystal (1M56)
structure, which has no free volume when the active site region is probed with a
sphere of 1.4A˚ radius. (b) Similar plot for a snapshot of the ′F-state PBC simulation.
The cavity accessible to water is revealed by a probing sphere of 1.4A˚ radius and
illustrated in light blue; the volume of the cavity is 155±21 A˚3.
The cavity contacts explain how its size and hydration level are changed. As in the
crystal structures, in the PR state, the charged PRDa3 engages in stable hydrogen-
bonding interactions with the side chains of R481 and W172 (Figure 3.3). Moreover,
E286 is charge-neutral and so does not stabilize the accumulation of a significant
number of water molecules. These features lead to a dehydrated compact cavity. In
contrast, in P′R and
′F, PRDa3 is protonated and overall neutral, with weaker inter-
actions with R481 and W172. This tryptophan is in a loop with a highly conserved
sequence motif GxGxGWxxYxPL (Figure 3.5). The PLS region is constantly more
mobile in MD trajectories with a protonated PRDa3 as monitored by the distribution
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots from unconstrained PBC-MD simulations illustrating the hy-
dration level and local conformational changes of the hydrophobic cavity near E286
in different chemical states. (A)PR; (B)P
′
R; (C)
′F; (D)Superposition of snapshots
from PR (loop165-177 in cyan with E286 protonated, PRDa3 deprotonated) and P
′
R
(purple loop with E286 deprotonated, PRDa3 protonated) showing that the overall
structure does not undergo any major changes, whereas the loop that bears W172
moves significantly in response to the protonation of PRDa3. Figure 3.7 provides data
from additional CcO states and Table 3.3, for the protonation or oxidation states of
key groups in the various enzyme states.
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Figure 3.4: Radial distribution (solid lines) and integrated radial distribution (dashed)
of water oxygens in PBC simulations for different CcO states (black: PR; red: P
′
R;
green: ′F): (A) around carboxylate oxygens of E286; (B) around carboxylate oxygens
of PRDa3. Figure 3.7 provides data from additional CcO states.
of the distance between PRDa3-R481 and PRDa3-W172 (Figure 3.6). Previous MD
simulations where R481 has been mutated to a Lysine show similar changes in this
loop [127]. Simulation of a P′′R state where both E286 and PRDa3 are protonated
also leads to an expanded, solvated cavity (Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3), supporting a
model where the protonation of PRDa3, rather than deprotonation of E286, triggers
changes in the cavity.
A comparison of structures from these unconstrained simulations with explicit
membrane indicates that the significant changes in the hydration of the hydrophobic
cavity do not need global conformational transitions. The RMSD of subunit I that
contains the active centers is less than 1.4A˚. Local structural flexibility, however,
is important. In particular, rearrangement of the loop that bears W172 [127] is
essential for water penetration into the cavity (Figure 3.3). For example, in local,
generalized solvent boundary potential (GSBP) MD simulations where part of this
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Figure 3.5: The loop region (165-177 based on Rhodobacter sphaeroides residue num-
bers) is highly conserved. The shown sequences are randomly chosen from the result
of a BLAST search that retrieved 1000 sequences. The sequences have identity to the
query sequence (Rhodobacter sphaeroides) ranging from about 50% to 80% and are
aligned using the DNAMAN software package (Version 7.358, Lynnon Corporation,
Canada).
loop is constrained to the crystallographic position, no water molecules penetrate or
leave the cavity on the nanosecond timescale in either P′R or
′F simulations (Figure
3.8, 3.9, 3.10).
3.3.3 pKa and pK
′
7 of E286
To understand the functional implication of the hydration level differences in
the large and small-cavity structures, the proton affinity of E286 is computed with
protonation state of PRDa3 and the BNC fixed to define the states of interest. The
free energy of ionization of an acid (A) when the ionization states of all other titratable
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of key distance distributions for residues near the hydrophobic
cavity calculated for different chemical states of CcO with PBC simulations (black:
PR; red: P
′
R; green:
′F). (A) E286-PRDa3; (B) R481-PRDa3; (C) W172 side chain-
PRDa3; (D) W172 side chain-PRDa. The arrows indicate the distances in the crystal
structure (PDB code 1M56). Figure 3.7 provides data from additional CcO states.
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Figure 3.7: Cavity properties for the P′′R state (Table 3.3) PBC simulations. (a)
W172 side chain-PRDa3; (b) W172 side chain-PRDa; (c) solvation around the average
position of OE1 and OE2 of E286; (d) solvation around the average position of O1D
and O2D of PRDa3.
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Figure 3.8: Snapshots from GSBP simulations to illustrate that the hydration level
and local conformational properties of the hydrophobic cavity in the DPD-ROg state
depend on the initial structure used in the GSBP setup. (a) 1M56 with a small cavity;
(b) 1M56+9w; (c-d) PBC′F with a large cavity.
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Figure 3.9: Dependence of the key distance distributions for residues near the hy-
drophobic cavity on the initial structures used in local GSPB simulations in the
DPD-ROg state (black: GSBP-1M56; red: GSBP-1M56+9w; green: GSBP-PBC′F).
Compare with Figure 3.6 for distances in the unrestrained PBC simulations . (a)
E286-PRDa3; (b) R481-PRDa3; (c) W172 side chain-PRDa3; (d) W172 side chain-
PRDa. The solid arrows indicate the corresponding values in the crystal structure,
and the dashed arrows indicate the corresponding values in the starting snapshot
from a PBC simulation for the ′F state.
Figure 3.10: Comparison of radial distribution functions (in solid) and integrated
radial distribution functions (in dash) of water oxygen around E286 and PRDa3 sites
calculated using GSBP setups for the DPD-ROg state (black: GSBP-1M56; red:
GSBP-1M56+9w; green: GSBP-PBC′F). (a) the average position of OE1 and OE2
of E286; (b) the average position of O1D and O2D of PRDa3
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groups are equilibrated at pH 7 is:
∆G(AH → A−) = 1.36× (pK ′7 − 7) kcal/mol (3.1)
Thus, pK′7, reported here, represents a transient energy for deprotonating the Glu-
tamate, as the other groups remain out of equilibrium with the change in Gluta-
mate charge. The E286 pK′7 is estimated with multiple computational approaches
(Table 3.2) that include both microscopic [QM/MM-thermodynamic integration (TI)
[72,77]] and continuum electrostatic methods [single-conformer continuum electrostat-
ics (SCCE) [91, 131] and multiple-conformer continuum electrostatics (MCCE) [93]].
The range of pK′7 determined with the different methods highlights the difficulty of
computing the absolute proton affinity of a deeply buried group in large transmem-
brane proteins like CcO [115]. Therefore, our approach is to compare the results of
the very different computational methodologies and identify consistent trends. Fi-
nally, the true pKa is also determined with MCCE titration, a process that keeps the
protonation states of all residues at equilibrium with the imposed solution pH.
3.3.4 Dependence of the E286 pK′7 on the Cavity Size
Calculations will first be described in the PR-like XDD-ROg state (defined in
Table 3.2, 3.3), with a deprotonated PRDa3, which has a small cavity in both local
(GSBP) and unconstrained [periodic boundary condition (PBC)] simulations. These
structures remain close to the crystal structure 1M56 [63], and so the results can
be more readily compared with previous calculations [72, 115]. Regardless of the
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simulation technique used, ionization of E286 is very unfavorable at pH 7. The pK′7
ranges from 18.5 with the QM/MM-TI technique to 10.2 using SCCE with a protein
dielectric constant (port) of 4, whereas MCCE calculates a value of 11.4. MCCE
calculates a true pKa of 14.1. This value is substantially higher than the MCCE
pK′7 because pKa is calculated with all residues remaining in equilibrium with the
pH, so the protein is much more negative overall. Using an port of 2, which has
been recommended when multiple conformations from MD simulations are used [91],
gives a pK′7 of 15-18 in MCCE or SCCE calculations, closer to that found with the
microscopic QM/MM-TI technique.
The pK′7 is also calculated imposing the same XDD-ROg charge in structures
generated by unconstrained simulations in the ′F state, which result in large cavities.
The calculated pK′7 is lowered significantly with all methods (Table 3.2). The drop is
3.3 pH units (4.5 kcal/mol) using SCCE calculations with port=2 and ∼2 pH units
(2.7 kcal/mol) with MCCE, prot=4. The MCCE titration pKa drops by ∼3 pH units
to 11.1. Thus, opening the cavity moves the free energy required to deprotonate the
Glutamate to near the functional, experimental value [116]. The high pKa indicates
the Glutamate will be neutral at physiological pH.
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3.3.5 Microscopic, QM/MM-TI pK′7 Calculations and the
Effect of Cavity Hydration
In local MD simulations of the crystal structure (GSBP-1M56), the cavity remains
occupied with approximately five water molecules throughout the thermodynamic
integration simulations, giving a high pK′7 of 18.5. E286 becomes better solvated as
it becomes increasingly negative (as the titration coordinate λ approaches 1), drawing
in water molecules from both the cavity and top of the D-channel (Figure 3.11). The
TI pK′7 drops by 4.2 pH units to ∼14 in large-cavity structures, a shift that is similar
to that found in the SCCE or MCCE continuum electrostatic calculations (Table 3.2).
The importance of cavity water molecules is seen when nine extra water molecules
(9w) are added to the small-cavity structures (1M56+9w). In the short (∼1-3 ns)
local MD simulations, the water molecules cannot escape but relax as best they can
in the small cavity. The QM/MM-TI pK′7 in the overly hydrated small cavity are
now close to that found in the equilibrated, well-hydrated large cavity, showing the
cavity decreases the pK′7 primarily by solvating the ionized E286. The pK
′
7 value of
∼14 is similar to that obtained by Chakrabarty and Warshel using a novel approach
that adds more water molecules to the cavity as E286 titrates [115].
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Figure 3.11: Radial distribution function of water O atoms around the center of
mass of the E286/acetic acid (side-chain) oxygen atoms for λ=0.0 and λ=1.0 win-
dows of E286 pKa calculations in the GSBP-1M56, XDD-ROg (black) and GSBP-
PBC′F, XPD-ROg (red) models, and of acetic acid pK′7 calculation in solution using
a QM/MM (green) or MM (blue) potential. The solid and dotted curves represent
g(r) and integrated g(r), respectively.
3.3.6 Dependence of the E286 pK′7 on the PRDa3 Ionization
State
The E286 pK′7 and pKa are calculated with different methods in structures with
large and small cavities with the protonation state of PRDa3 (and the BNC) fixed.
In all structures, removing the −1 charge from this acid, ∼10A˚ from E286, reduces
its pK′7 by 1.6-3.7 pH units, indicating the proton affinity has dropped by at least
2 kcal/mol. The nature of the shift is independent of the type of calculation or the
size of the cavity near E286. The cost of deprotonating the Glutamate is thus seen
to be affected independently and by a similar, significant amount by the opening of
the cavity and by the protonation of PRDa3 (Table 3.2).
The results found here support a model where a large cavity will be found when
PRDa3 is protonated and a small one when it is ionized. The E286 pK
′
7 shifts by
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3.7-7.6 pH units when the PRDa3 is protonated and the cavity expanded (Table
3.2), indicating the small change in CcO structure decreases the Glutamate proton
affinity by at least 5 kcal/mol. The MCCE titration pKa shifts to 7.5 in the large-
cavity PRDa3 neutral state, indicating that the Glutamate would be ∼half-ionized
at equilibrium at pH 7 under these transiently existing conditions. Now the proton
affinity of the BNC does not need to be very high to receive a proton from E286 [15].
3.3.7 pK′7 Values Calculated with Different Methods and In-
put Parameters.
The different methods for calculating pK′7 and pKa yield a consistent picture that
the hydration and electrostatic properties of the hydrophobic cavity control the proton
affinity of E286. The ground state structure increases the proton affinity by ∼3 kcal/
mol due to the small cavity and by another ∼3 kcal/mol because PRDa3 is ionized.
The Glutamate proton affinity decreases significantly when PRDa3 is protonated, and
the cavity expands, as expected when the PLS is ready for pumping.
The absolute pK′7 values predicted by different methods differ substantially. For
example, given a small cavity and ionized PRDa3, the pK
′
7 varies by 8.3 pH units,
a 11.4 kcal/mol difference in the calculated proton affinity (Table 3.2). The pK′7
found with SCCE and MCCE methods depends on prot and cav, the dielectric con-
stants for the protein and cavity. As discussed in previous work [91, 132], a lower
port (e.g., 2) may be appropriate for pK
′
7 calculations when the protein structure
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is equilibrated with different protonation states for the titratable group in the lin-
ear response framework. The precise value for port would depend on the degree of
sampling [133, 134]. In addition, water molecules in protein cavities may be more
constrained than in bulk [135], so that cav may be less than 80. Using PBC trajecto-
ries and the Kirkwood-Fr´’ohlich formalism [136], the local dielectric constants of the
hydrophobic cavity and D-channel range from 4 to 9 in the chemical states studied
here (Table 3.4). Although one should be cautious about using such computed local
dielectric constants in pK′7 calculations [134], these values suggest the cavity may
be surprisingly rigid even in the large, hydrated conformation. As detailed in Table
3.2, 3.5, 3.6, as prot and cav are varied, the E286 pK
′
7 estimated by both SCCE and
MCCE change significantly and by similar amounts. Lowering prot while maintain-
ing a high (80) cav, the estimated pK
′
7 of E286 increases by a few pH units, and the
impact of the cavity size and protonation of PRDa3 become closer to that predicted
by QM/MM-TI. When cav is reduced to 4-9, the impact of the cavity size on the
E286 pK′7 becomes smaller as expected, whereas the effect of PRDa3 protonation
remains ∼3-4 pH units. Thus, whereas it is difficult to establish the absolute pK′7,
SCCE/MCCE calculations with prot=4 and cav=80 likely lead to the lower limit for
this crucial value.
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3.3.8 Implication for the CcO Proton-Pumping Mechanism
Despite decades of experimental and theoretical analyses, it remains unclear how
CcO couples the redox chemistry of O2 reduction to the transport of eight charges
across the protein to add to the trans-membrane proton gradient. Oxygen chemistry
occurs in the R to P transition, with four electrons accumulated by CcO in previ-
ous intermediates now transferred to O2, without generating other reactive oxygen
intermediates. The oxidized protein is then rereduced back to the R state through
donation of four electrons from cytochrome c. Concomitant with each redox reac-
tion, one proton is transferred to the pumping site, here assumed to be PRDa3 to be
pumped into the P-side of the membrane. Another proton is delivered to the BNC.
The mechanism that controls the branching competition between proton trans-
fer to the pumping site or the BNC is not understood [15]. It must reflect changes
in the proton affinity of the donor and acceptor sites, particularly E286, the pro-
ton loading site, and the BNC [117, 121], as well as control of the proton transfer
pathways [14, 130]. Using a kinetic network model for CcO, Hummer and cowork-
ers [137,138] analyzed trends in the proton transfer rate constants that would lead to
efficient pumping. Their analysis supports proton transfer to the BNC being gated
by protonation of the pumping site. This is consistent with the results found here
where the protonation of PRDa3 increases the thermodynamic driving force for proton
transfer to the BNC by reducing the E286 pK′7.
The proton affinity of the BNC and pumping site will be affected by the chemical
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states of the enzyme. For example, each CcO reduction step goes through a stage
when heme a is reduced and BNC oxidized. Heme a reduction increases the pumping
site pK′7, favoring proton transfer there rather than to the BNC, whereas electron
transfer from heme a to the BNC increases the BNC proton affinity, attracting the
proton from E286. This may be important in some BNC reduction steps such as from
ferric to ferrous heme which do not have a strong thermodynamic driving force for
coupled proton uptake [15].
Despite very different approximations and limitations, our continuum electrostatic
and microscopic calculations show that the proton affinity as monitored by the pK′7
of E286 is unusually high when the presumed pumping site (PRDa3), 10A˚ away, is
deprotonated (e.g., in PR). The high pKa and pK
′
7 is due to the Glutamate being
in a dehydrated, hydrophobic cavity. In contrast, when PRDa3 is protonated (as in
P′R, P
′′
R, and
′F states here), its hydrogen-bonding interactions with R481 and W172
weaken, leading to the displacement of the loop-bearing W172 and an expanded, more
solvated cavity. Both continuum electrostatics and microscopic calculations indicate
that these changes in hydration and local electrostatics lead to substantial depression
of E286 pKa to the experimentally measured range of 9-10, which was estimated based
on a specific kinetic model [116,122]. Thus, it is the proton affinity of E286, not the
BNC, that is modulated by the loading of the pumping site. This is an attractive
model (Figure 3.12) as it requires that proton transfer to the pumping site precede
that to the BNC, a feature that would minimize the amount of “slippage”, where
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chemistry is done without pumping. The model also provides a microscopic framework
for the kinetic gating phenomena identified in the kinetic network analysis [138] and
discussed previously [58,139]. Although our calculations focus on states implicated in
the PR to
′F transition, because the key driving force for the E286 pK′7 modulation
is protonation of the presumed pumping site (PRDa3), it does not depend on the
specific chemical state of the BNC. Thus, this mechanism for raising and lowering the
E286 pK′7 can be repeated each time CcO is reduced.
A role for changing hydration in determining proton or electron transfer activities
has been considered as one general mechanism to modulate the proton affinity of
buried charges [114, 132]. A specific role of water penetration has been proposed to
influence the E286 pKa [115]. The current study is distinct in that it captures a
specific local loop motion coupled to the protonation of a remote (10A˚ from E286)
group that triggers the change of cavity hydration level. This in turn modulates the
proton affinity of E286, thus potentially establishing the molecular mechanism that
controls the hydration level and proton affinity of this key residue.
3.4 Conclusion
In the course of the reaction cycle, E286 is presumed to donate a proton to the
proton-loading site and the BNC. This requires modulation of the acid’s proton affin-
ity twice. The work here presents a hypothesis that provides a solution to half the
problem, given that PRDa3 is the PLS. The results of unrestrained MD simulations
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Figure 3.12: A scheme that illustrates how change of hydration level in the hydropho-
bic cavity coupled to PRDa3 protonation modulates the proton affinity of E286 and
therefore drives the proton pumping cycle in CcO. As emphasized in the main text,
the role for changing hydration in determining proton/electron transfer activities has
been considered as one general mechanism to modulate the proton affinity of buried
charges [114,132], including specifically for the stabilization of a deprotonated E286 in
CcO [115]. Our proposal illustrated here is distinct in that it captures a specific local
loop motion coupled to the protonation of a remote group, 10A˚ from E286, that trig-
gers the change of cavity hydration level, which in turn modulates the proton affinity
of E286. This proposes a specific molecular mechanism to control the hydration level
and proton affinity of this key residue.
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show that when the loading site is protonated, the pK′7 of E286 is significantly de-
pressed, making it more favorable to transfer a proton to the BNC. The mechanism
provides both a thermodynamic push for the proton transfer and controls the se-
quence of events so that the BNC will not receive its proton until the pumping site
is loaded. The hypothesis provides a challenge to experiment, to detect a cavity of
∼155A˚3 that might be expected to live for the millisecond timescale associated with
each pumping step [117]. In addition, the importance of this loop suggests a region
for mutations near W172 [140] that may have a significant impact on the pumping
efficiency and/or the rate of proton transfer to the BNC.
However, the mechanism for decreasing the proton affinity of E286 does not pro-
vide an answer to how the relative proton affinities are modified so that PRDa3 be-
comes protonated initially. Indeed, QM/MM calculations found that the direct proton
transfer from E286 to a deprotonated PRDa3 is energetically very unfavorable in a
PR-like state. The energetics for an alternative “concerted transfer” mechanism that
involves the participation of an additional proton in the D-channel [38] may be more
consistent with kinetic data for the P→F transition. Previous empirical valence bond
calculations also thoroughly discussed direct vs. concerted proton transfers [141] and
emphasized the importance of including E286 flexibility [121, 122]. We hope the im-
pact of the surprising cavity opening reported here stimulates additional experiments
and simulations to dissect robust elements that modulate the proton transfers.
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3.5 Materials and Methods
3.5.1 Molecular Models for CcO and Force Field Parameters
The Cytochrome c Oxidase (CcO) models are obtained starting with the four sub-
unit, X-ray structure for the Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO in the fully oxidized state
(PDB entry 1M56) at 2.3A˚ resolution [63]. The comparison of different structures
show little change near W172, the region of interest here (Figure 2.1 also Table 3.1).
Rather the main difference is that a hydrogen bond between Y288 in the active site
and the OH of the heme a3 farnesyl group [130] is not found in all structures. The
current hypothesis is that this hydrogen bond controls access to the K-pathway [142],
which is only open in the reductive half cycle. We focus on the reactions in the ox-
idative half cycle where the K-pathway, which donates protons to the BNC, is closed.
However, the modulation of the E286 proton affinity for proton transfer to the BNC
is proposed to be the same for all four steps of the redox cycle. Pumped protons
always move into CcO through the D-channel via E286 [117].
The cofactors in CcO include CuA and Heme a. The active site is made up of the
Binuclear Center (BNC: Heme a3, CuB) and the nearby Y288 of chain I. Heme a3 has
1 Histidine ligand (H419) and an open site to bind feryl oxygen, a hydroxyl or water.
CuB has 3 Histidine ligands (H284, H333, H334) and an open site to bind a hydroxyl
or water (Figure 2.1).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are carried out with two different set-ups.
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PBC, periodic boundary calculations, are used for longer (15-50 ns) unrestrained MD
with explicit solvent and a full atomistic lipid membrane. GSBP, the generalized
solvent boundary potential [71], is used for shorter (1-3 ns), local MD simulations
where a region that contains about 8,000 atoms around E286 is free to move.
Simulations prepare structures in different CcO assigned protonation and redox
states, which are labeled with a 5 character notation such as PDD-RO; the first
three letters indicate the protonation state (Protonated or Deprotonated) of E286,
the propionate D of heme a3 (PRDa3) and the ligand of CuB (hydroxide (D) or water
(P)). The last two letters indicate the redox state (Reduced or Oxidized) of heme a and
CuB, respectively. In all calculations the ferryl iron of heme a3 is bound to an oxygen
(Fe4+=O2−) and CuA is oxidized. The protonation states of the titratable groups
from previous Multi-Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) results [60] on
CcO are used as listed in the footnote of Table 2.1 and are consistent with the MCCE
calculations presented here. H334 is assumed to be neutral, as supported by our
previous pKa analysis [72].
Two sets of force fields are used for the metal co-factors and active site residues
(heme a, CuA, BNC and their ligand residues) in the MD simulations. The “Johansson-
set”, developed by Johansson et al. [129] (simulations are labeled by a “j” following
the state specification (e.g., PDD-OOj)), and the Ghosh set developed locally in our
previous work [72](simulations are labeled by a “g” (e.g., PDD-ROg)). Most un-
restrained, PBC simulations use the Johansson-set of parameters, while all GSBP
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simulations use the Ghosh set; several PBC simulations have been carried out with
the Ghosh-set parameters to demonstrate the general robustness of the results (Figure
3.13). It should be noted that Y288 of subunit I is in the deprotonated, negatively
charged state in the Johansson-set parameters, while it is in the protonated, neutral
state in the Ghosh-set parameters. Thus, the net charge of the CcO active site (con-
sisting of Heme a3, CuB and Y288) plus heme a in the PR (PDD-OO) state with
the Johansson parameters is identical to that of the PDD-RO state with the Ghosh
parameters (i.e., PDD-OOj=PDD-ROg). We note that in the 1M56 crystal struc-
ture, the Fe atom of heme a and the Y288 side-chain O atom are located at distances
of 13.5A˚ and 12.5A˚, respectively, from the carboxylate C atom of E286. Hence the
precise location of the electron should make little difference to the results. For a
summary of all simulated states, see Table 3.3.
3.5.2 Four Protonation States of the Key Groups
The PR (PDD-OO) state represents the protein before the proton is transferred
from the protonated E286 to the the D-propionate of heme a3 (PRDa3), which we
assume to be the proton loading site (PLS) here. CuB in its cupric state is bound to
a hydroxide (Cu2+-OH−).
The P′R (DPD-OO) state is the intermediate following PR. The proton has moved
to the PRDa3 from E286. Thus, we assume that loading the PLS with the pumped
proton precedes proton transfer to the substrate in the BNC. Although this model is
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of key cavity properties: distance distributions calculated
using unrestrained PBC simulations for several chemical states (black: PDD-ROg;
red: PR=PDD-OOj; green: PR=PDD-OOj scaled) with different force field parame-
ters for the metal cofactors and active site residues. (a) W172 side chain-PRDa3; (b)
W172 side chain-PRDa; (c-d) radial distribution functions (in solid) and integrated
radial distribution functions (in dash) of water oxygen around E286 and PRDa3. In
“PDD-OOj scaled”, the partial charges for PRDa3 and R481 are scaled by 1/
√
2 as
an approximate way to evaluate the effect of including electronic polarization [143].
Similar comparisons are made also for ′F=DPP-OOj and DPP-ORg, and similar
agreement between the results is observed.
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also considered by many researchers in the field [14, 110, 117], the P′R state has not
been directly observed.
The P′′R (PPD-OO) state, in which both E286 and PRDa3 are in the protonated
(charge-neutral) state can be considered as the state following P′R in the pumping
cycle where E286 has been reprotonated after giving a proton to the PRDa3. This
state also allows us to see if the transition from small to big cavity form is dependent
on the protonation state of PRDa3 or E286.
The ′F (DPP-OO) state retains a deprotonated E286 and has a protonated PRDa3
and a water bound to the cupric CuB (Cu
2+-H2O). Thus, the pumped and chemical
protons have been transferred to the PLS and the BNC. This state is most vulnerable
to the proton back-flow, if E286 is not rapidly reprotonated through the D-channel
[33].
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Table 3.2: Computed E286 proton affinities (pK′7 and pKa) using continuum electrostatics (SCCE,
MCCE) and microscopic QM/MM thermodynamic integrationa
Input QM/MM SCCE MCCE MCCE
Cavity structureb Statec pK′7 pK
′
7
d pK′7
d titration pKa
d
prot=4/prot=2 prot=4/prot=2 prot=4
Small 1M56 XDD-RO 18.5±0.6 10.2±0.7/15.1±1.6 11.4±1.0/18.0 14.1±1.5
Small 1M56 XPD-RO - -/- 9.7±0.9/15.9 12.4±1.8
Small 1M56+9w XDD-RO 14.0±0.6 -/- -/-
Small 1M56+9w XPD-RO 11.2±0.9 -/- -/-
Large PBC′F XDD-RO 14.3±0.8 8.7±0.8/11.8±1.6 9.3±0.7/12.8 11.1±1.4
Large PBC′F XPD-RO 10.6±0.7 6.5±1.2/8.3±2.7 7.7±0.8/10.7 7.5±1.0
pK Changese
Dependence on PRDa3 protonation
1M56 - -/- 1.7/2.1 1.7
1M56+9w 2.8 -/- -/- -
PBC′F 3.7 2.2/3.5 1.6/2.1 3.6
Dependence on cavity hydration
PRDa
(-)
3 4.2 1.5/3.3 2.1/5.2 3.0
PRDa3H - -/- 2.0/5.2 4.9
Combined effect 7.6 3.7/6.8 3.7/7.3 6.6
a. QM/MM and SCCE pK′7 values are calculated with the protonation states for
all other titratable groups fixed at their equilibrated protonation states found in
MCCE calculations [60] at pH 7 (Table 2.1); the MCCE pK′7 and pKa calculations
allow the protonation states for all titratable groups other than those specified in
Table 3.3, to equilibrate at each pH. cav, prot, dielectric constants for the cavity and
protein; GSBP, generalized solvent boundary potential; MCCE, multiple-conformer
continuum electrostatics; PBC, periodic boundary condition; PRDa3, propionate D
of heme a3; SCCE, single-conformer continuum electrostatics; w, water molecules.
b. Local GSBP simulations start with different initial coordinates. 1M56: the crystal
structure; 1M56+9w: nine additional water molecules are included near the cavity;
PBC′F: an equilibrated snapshot from PBC simulation for the ′F state.
c. The states are labeled with a five-character notation. The first three letters indicate
the protonation state (protonated or deprotonated) of E286, propionate D of heme
a3 (PRDa3), the ligand of CuB [hydroxide (D) or water (P)]. The last two letters
indicate the reduction state (reduced or oxidized) of heme a and CuB, respectively.
“X” indicates pK′7 simulations in which the protonation state of E286 is varied.
d. The pK′7 values before and after the slashes are computed with prot=4, cab=80 and
prot=2, cav=80, respectively. Results with other values for the dielectric constants
are in Table 3.5, 3.6. For the MCCE pKa calculations, prot=4, cab=80 is always
used.
e. The effects of cavity size and protonation of PRDa3 are calculated based on
the computed pK′7 and pKa values. The combined effect is obtained by taking the
difference between pK values computed with a small cavity (low hydration) with
PRDa
(-)
3 and a large cavity (high hydration) with PRDa3H.
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Table 3.3: Summary of different simulation setups
BCa Inputb Statec Redox/titration patternsd Length (ns) Parameterse cavity
PBC 1M56 PR=PDD-OO E286H; PRDa
−
3 ; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(III); Y288− 15×2+3×50 j small
PBC 1M56 P′R=DPD-OO E286
−; PRDa3H; Cu2+B -OH
−; Fea(III); Y288− 15 j large
PBC 1M56 P′′R=PPD-OO E286H; PRDa3H; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(III); Y288− 50 j large
PBC 1M56 ′F=DPP-OO E286−; PRDa3H; Cu2+B -H2O; Fea(III); Y288
− 15+2×50 j large
PBC 1M56 PDD-RO E286H; PRDa−3 ; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 50 g small
PBC 1M56 DPP-OR E286−; PRDa3H; Cu+B-H2O; Fea(III); Y288H 15 g large
GSBP 1M56 XDD-RO E286X; PRDa−3 ; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 6× ∼3 g small
GSBP 1M56 DPD-RO E286−; PRDa3H; Cu2+B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H ∼1 g small
GSBP 1M56 ′F=DPP-OO E286−; PRDa3H; Cu2+B -H2O; Fea(III); Y288
− ∼2 j small
GSBP 1M56+9w XDD-RO E286X; PRDa−3 ; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 6× ∼3 g small
GSBP 1M56+9w XPD-RO E286X; PRDa3H; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 6× ∼3 g small
GSBP PBC′F XDD-RO E286X; PRDa−3 ; Cu
2+
B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 6× ∼3 g large
GSBP PBC′F XPD-RO E286X; PRDa3H; Cu2+B -OH
−; Fea(II); Y288H 6× ∼3 g large
a. PBC: Periodic Boundary Condition used for unrestrained MD; GSBP: Generalized
Solvent Boundary Potential used for local MD.
b. Input structure: 1M56: starting coordinates taken from the crystal structure;
1M56+9w: 6 additional water molecules added to 1M56 structure in the region near
E286 and 3 near PRDa3; PBC
′F: local GSBP simulation starting coordinates taken
from a snapshot of the ′F-state PBC simulation. See text for more details. In local,
GSBP MD the cavity size of the input structure is maintained.
c. The states are labeled with a 5 character notation. The first three letters indicate
the protonation state (Protonated or Deprotonated) of E286, propionate D of heme
a3 (PRDa3), the ligand of CuB (hydroxide (D) or water (P)). The last two letters
indicate the reduction state (Reduced or Oxidized) of heme a and CuB, respectively.
The first letter of “X” indicates pK′7 simulations in which the protonation state of
E286 is varied.
d. Other co-factors are fixed as: CuA oxidized, Fea3(IV)=O
2−, H334H.
e. Parameters for the metal co-factors: “j” uses the Johansson set [129] and “g” uses
the Ghosh set [72]. The Ghosh parameters have a neutral Y288 and the Johansson
parameters have a deprotonated, anionic Y288. Therefore, the net charge of hemes a
and a3, CuB and Y288 in the PR (PDD-OO) state with the Johansson parameters is
identical to that of the PDD-RO state with the Ghosh parameters. In the latter, the
extra electron resides on heme a.
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Table 3.4: Computed local di-
electric constants (1) in PBC
simulations around several key
residuesa
Regionb PR P
′
R
′F
E286 Cδ 4.2 5.0 8.8
PRDa3 Cγδ 4.1 4.5 7.1
S200 O 3.4 3.9 3.1
D132 Cγ 14.5 14.2 15.7
a. For the computation of 1, 2 is assigned a value of 4 except for the region near
D132, where an 2=20 is used due to the proximity to bulk solvent.
b. For the calculation of the dipole fluctuation, contributions from all residues with
an atom within 10A˚ from the specified reference point in the input structure (average
structure from the MD) are included.
Table 3.5: E286 pK′7 from SCCE-LRA with different dielectric parametersa
a
Snapshotsb prot=4, cav=4 prot=4, cav=9 prot=4, cav=80 prot=2, cav=80
GSBP-1M56, XDD-RO 14.6±0.7 13.7±0.6 10.2±0.7 15.1±1.6
GSBP-PBC′F, XDD-RO 15.4±0.9 13.8±0.8 8.7±0.8 11.8±1.6
GSBP-PBC′F, XPD-RO 11.6±1.3 9.7±1.3 6.5±1.2 8.3±2.7
a. The results are averaged over 10-20 snapshots (separated by 70-100 ps) from MD
simulations with equal numbers of snapshots with E286 protonated and deprotonated;
the standard deviations do not change significantly when more (100) snapshots are
used. prot, cav are the dielectric constants used for the protein and the hydrophobic
cavity, respectively; ω for bulk is always set to 80. The dielectric constant used for
the membrane slab (taken to be the same as cav) has a minimal impact on the result
since E286 is far from the protein/membrane interface.
b. The snapshots are from GSBP based MD simulations with different initial coor-
dinates (1M56: crystal structure; PBC′F: an equilibrated snapshot from PBC simu-
lation for the ′F state) and PRDa3 either deprotonated or protonated. See Table 3.3
for details.
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Table 3.6: E286 pK′7 from MCCE with different protein dielectric constants
a
Cavity Input struc.b Statec =2 =2 =2 =2
E−/EHd E−/EHd E−/EHd E−/EHd
small 1M56 XDD-RO 15.4/20.5 10.9/11.9 8.6/9.5 5.5/5.5
small 1M56 XPD-RO 13.4/18.4 9.3/10.2 8.0/8.8 5.1/5.2
large PBC′F XDD-RO 12.5/13.1 8.9/9.6 7.4/7.8 5.0/5.0
large PBC′F XPD-RO 10.6/10.8 7.3/8.1 6.5/6.7 4.6/4.5
pK changese
Change due to PRDa3 protonation in different structures
1M56 2.1/2.1 1.7/1.7 0.7/0.7 0.3/0.3
PBC′F 2.0/2.3 1.6/1.6 0.8/1.0 0.5/0.5
Dependence of effect of cavity hydration on the ionization of PRDa3
PRDa
(-)
3 2.9/7.4 2.1/2.3 1.3/1.7 0.5/0.5
PRDa3H 2.8/7.6 2.0/2.2 1.4/2.0 0.6/0.7
Combined Effect 4.9/9.7 3.6/3.9 2.1/2.7 0.9/1.0
a. All MCCE calculations use a dielectric constant for water of 80, including within
internal protein cavities.
b. The GSBP based MD simulations started with different initial coordinates. 1M56:
the crystal structure; PBC′F: an equilibrated snapshot from PBC simulation for the
′F state.
c. The “X” highlights that the protonation state of E286 is varied in the QM/MM-TI
calculations calculations that yield the snapshots.
d. The pK′7 values before and after the slashes are computed with snapshots from
QM/MM-TI calculations with an ionized and neutral E286, respectively. The aver-
aged results are shown as MCCE pK′7 in Table 3.2.
e. The effects of cavity size (i.e. change of hydration level of the cavity), protonation
of PRDa3 are calculated based on the computed pK
′
7 values from different setups. The
combined effect is obtained by taking the difference between pK′7 values computed
with a small cavity (low hydration), PRDa
(-)
3 and a large cavity (high hydration),
PRDa3H.
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Chapter 4
Characterizing the Proton Loading
Site in Cytochrome c Oxidase
4.1 Abstract
Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) uses the energy released by reduction of O2 to H2O
to drive eight charges from the high pH to low pH side of the membrane, increasing
the electrochemical gradient. Four electrons and protons are used for chemistry, while
four more protons are pumped. Proton pumping requires that residues on a pathway
change proton affinity through the reaction cycle to load and then release protons.
The protonation states of all residues in CcO are determined in Multi Conformational
Continuum Electrostatics simulations with the protonation and redox states of heme
a, a3, CuB, Y288, and E286 used to define the catalytic cycle. One proton is found
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to be loaded and released from residues identified as the proton loading site (PLS)
on the P-side of the protein in each of the four CcO redox states. Thus, the same
proton pumping mechanism can be used each time CcO is reduced. Calculations
with structures of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Paracoccus denitrificans, and Bovine CcO
derived by crystallography and molecular dynamics show the PLS functions similarly
in different CcO species. The PLS is a cluster rather than a single residue, as different
structures show 1-4 residues load and release protons. However, the proton affinity of
the heme a3 propionic acids primarily determines the number of protons loaded into
the PLS; if their proton affinity is too low, less than one proton is loaded.
4.2 Introduction
CcO is the well-studied terminal electron acceptor in the aerobic respiratory elec-
tron transport chain; it uses the chemical energy liberated by reducing O2 to H2O in
the Binuclear Center (BNC, Figure 4.2) to drive protons against the electrochemical
gradient [13,117]. The CcO reaction cycle is divided into four redox states, R, F, O,
and E (Figure 4.3, 4.4). Between two states, one electron and one proton are trans-
ferred into the BNC, and one proton is pumped across the membrane [12, 144–147].
In the R state when both heme a3 and CuB are reduced, oxygen binds to the BNC.
Then heme a3, CuB, and Y288 (or heme a) [148] contribute four electrons to break
the O-O bond. The initial product state is denoted the P state, which progresses
to the F state after a proton is transferred to the BNC. After O2 reduction, which
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oxidizes the CcO cofactors, the redox centers are rereduced by four cytochromes c,
with one electron added to sequentially form the O, E, R, and then F states.
In each redox state there must be a sequence of individual substates that order
the reduction of CcO and transfer of a proton to the BNC and to the P-side of
the membrane. Time-resolved measurements of the R-to-F transition help to define
an order [56, 149]. Because each reduction of the BNC is associated with proton
pumping [12, 52, 116, 120, 150], it is assumed that the order of substates is the same
in each redox state [117]. Because this is a cycle, the starting substate is arbitrary
(Figure 4.3, 4.4 and Table 4.1). The basic cycle assumes: (i) a new active site redox
state is initiated with the electron transfer from heme a to the BNC; (ii) this increases
the BNC proton affinity so a proton is bound via the D- or K-channel that will be
used for chemistry. Other residues can substitute even when proton input into the D-
channel is blocked by mutation [27,151]; (iii) BNC protonation leads to proton release
from the nearby PLS to the P-side; (iv) heme a is reduced by cytochrome c via CuA;
(v) which leads to loading the nearby PLS by proton transfer from E286. The second
electron transfer to the BNC moves the system to the next redox state restarting the
sequence. The reduction states of heme a3, CuB, and Y288 and protonation states of
the oxygens on heme a3, CuB, or Y288 define the system as being in the R, F, O, or
E state [138,152].
The sequence of substates i-iv does not specify if E286 is deprotonated transiently
or if there are metastable states with E286 deprotonated. E286 has a high proton
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Figure 4.1: Rhodobacter sphaeroides structure 1M56 showing the redox cofactors,
residues evaluated as the PLS and the D- and K-channels. The residues within the
green oval are evaluated as potential PLS residues. They are colored red (Asp, Glu,
PRA and PRD), blue (Lys, Arg) and green (Tyr). PRA and PRD are the propionic
acids of the Hemes. The D-channel (cyan) starts with D132 and ends with E286,
which are red. The K-channel (yellow) includes K362 (blue residue near the middle
of the channel). The crystallographic waters in the 2 channels are shown as spheres.
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Figure 4.2: Key groups in CcO. The redox and protonation states of heme a, a3, CuB,
Y288, and E286 are defined to change through the reaction cycle (Figure 4.3, 4.4 and
Table 4.1). CuA is always oxidized here. PRA and PRD, which are the propionic
acids of heme a and a3, are allowed to come to equilibrium with the imposed charges
in each substate.
affinity, with an operational pKa for CcO turnover of 9.4 [116]. The choice taken here
is to have the reduction of the BNC before the reprotonation of E286. In addition,
calculations are carried out where E286 protonation state is not fixed. Previous
calculations have reprotonated E286 before [120] or after [121] electron transfer to
the BNC. Simulations by Warshel, who considered many possible electron and proton
transfer sequences, found the lowest energy barrier when the electron transfer to the
BNC occurs before reprotonation of E286 [121,154]. The protonation of the PRD of
heme a3 may open a cavity near E286 [155]; this is calculated to significantly lower
the proton affinity of E286, stabilizing its deprotonated state for proton transfer
to the BNC. Other simulations have suggested rotating E286 between up or down
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Figure 4.3: (Upper) The four redox states of the BNC. In R state O2 binds the
reduced BNC. Each state is separated by the addition of one electron from heme a
and one proton from E286 to the BNC. Red, reduced; green, more oxidized; blue,
most oxidized. (Lower) The substates for the F state. The sequence shown starts at
the end of the R state (R6) with heme a3 and CuB reduced, O2 bound in the BNC,
and E286 having released the proton to load the PLS. Electron transfer from heme
a to the BNC triggers reduction of O2 to generate the PR state (F1 and F2 here).
E286 is then protonated via the D-channel. The proton is transferred from E286 to
the BNC. In the F state the proton acceptor is the hydroxyl ligand to CuB. E286 is
then reprotonated and heme a is reduced by cytochrome c via CuA. Then E286 loses
a proton, which should be loaded into the PLS for pumping. This substate (F6) is
now prepared for the next electron transfer to form the O1 substate as shown. The
transitions i, ii, iv, and v are described in the text [117]. Transition iii is proton
release from the PLS. In the calculations, proton release is not fixed in any step;
rather, it results from the change in the electrostatic environment, so this step is
not explicitly included in the reaction cycle. Rather, the number of protons bound
to the PLS is monitored in all substates to identify when protons are released. In
calculations of transition v, a proton is removed from E286 without designating the
proton acceptor. See Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 for a description of the entire reaction
cycle.
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Figure 4.4: The CcO reaction cycle. The entire cycle includes 4 redox steps R, F,
O, and E (left circle). The redox states of the groups in the BNC define the redox
state. The states shown here are those found after electron and proton transfer into
the BNC. The order of reduction and protonation follows that found for the PR state
(F1 and F2 here) where Heme a reduces the BNC in the R to F transition and the
electron transfer (ET) into the BNC precedes proton transfer (PT) [12, 117]. The 6
substates are shown for the F redox state (right circle). The substates are repeated
for each of the 4 redox states.
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conformations may [120,124] or may not [155] change its proton affinity.
The work presented here uses Multi-Conformation Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE),
which carries out continuum electrostatic analysis with Monte Carlo sampling of pro-
tein conformation and protonation states to calculate the equilibrium protonation of
all residues throughout the CcO reaction cycle. The aim is to determine if long-range
electrostatic interactions are sufficient to lead to a cycle of proton binding and re-
lease from residues that can be identified as the PLS. The R, F, O, and E redox
states are each broken into six substates that define the redox and protonation states
of heme a, a3, CuB, Y288, and E286 and the substrate/product oxygen ligands on
CuB and heme a3 (Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Table 4.1) [149]. Different structures of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Paracoccus denitrificans, and Bovine CcO are investigated.
The protonation states of residues that could contribute to the PLS are monitored
in each imposed substate. It is found that residues in the designated PLS cluster
can take up and release as much as one proton through the substate sequence in
each redox state, indicating one mechanism can be used for pumping in all redox
states. Residues that may contribute to the PLS are identified. The PLS cluster load
protons when heme a is reduced and release them when the BNC is protonated as
suggested previously [120,121,124,154]. However, the protons are found to be bound
and released over several substates rather than in a single transition.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
Each of the four BNC redox states (R, F, O, and E) is divided into six substates
(Figure 4.3, 4.4 and Table 4.1). The sequence follows the order of states (i-v) described
in the introduction [12, 117] with two additional clarifications. First the protonation
state of E286 is defined. Electron transfer to the BNC can occur before or after
reprotonation of E286. Here it is assumed to occur first. This choice sustains a more
negatively charged CcO, so highlights the electrostatic control of the proton affinity of
the PLS (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1) [121,154]. In addition, calculations are carried out
when the E286 protonation state is free to equilibrate with the protein. The consensus
model suggests the PLS will be loaded when heme a is reduced, and protons will be
released from the PLS when protons are transferred into the BNC [14,117]. Here we
are trying to determine which steps support changes in PLS proton occupancy, not
to impose them. Therefore, after heme a reduction, a proton is removed from E286
without specifying where it will go. The calculated CcO equilibrium protonation
then shows if the residues in the PLS cluster bind protons. Also, there is no step that
specifies PLS unloading; rather, the proton occupancy in the PLS region is free to
show which transitions lead to proton loss. The pattern of proton uptake and release
is first described in calculations using the Rhodobacter sphaeroides crystal structure
1M56 and then compared with the results in other CcO structures (Table 4.1) [155].
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4.3.1 Changes in PLS Protonation in the Rhodobacter sphaeroides
Structure 1M56
Figure 4.5A shows the imposed charge in the cycle varies from +1 to −1 (red
line). The total CcO charge equilibrated in each substate (black line) changes. In
the 1M56 structure, the change in total protein charge is approximately half that
imposed, indicating that protons are released to solution when the imposed charge
is positive and bound when it is negative. The protonation changes are summed for
all of the ionizable residues in a 10A˚ sphere around the PRD of heme a3, which are
evaluated as members of the PLS (green line, Figure 4.1). The rest of the protein
is denoted the non-PLS region (purple line). These calculations do not follow the
pathway of proton transfer, so there is no way to know if these protons are loaded
from the N- or P-side. What is shown is that the PLS region does bind and release
protons as the electrostatic potential changes through the imposed reaction cycle.
The PLS holds the fewest protons when the BNC has received the chemical proton
with heme a oxidized and E286 protonated (substate R4, F4, O4, E4, denoted X4;
Figure 4.3, 4.5). This substate, with the most positive imposed charge, is found to be
the end of the proton release and the beginning of the next proton-loading process.
Protons are added to the PLS when heme a is reduced, as suggested previously (X5)
[117,120,121,124,154]. More protons are loaded when E286 is deprotonated without
assigning the proton acceptor (X6). The electron on heme a is then transferred into
the BNC to generate the next redox state (X1). This electron transfer does not
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Figure 4.5: (A) The charge change in the CcO 1M56 structure as it goes through the
defined substates reaction cycle (Figure 4.3). Each summed charge is provided relative
to the charge in the R4 substate where the PLS has the fewest protons bound. R4
is formed by reprotonation of E286 with heme a oxidized. Red line, charge imposed
on BNC (the summed charge of Y288, heme a3, CuB, and their ligands), E286, and
heme a. Green line, net charge of the PLS. Purple line, charge of the non-PLS. Black
line, total charge of the protein. (B) Substate cycle without fixing E286 in 1M56a.
Now only substates X2, X4, and X5 are imposed for each of the four redox states
(brown circles). E286 remains neutral in all substates. The imposed charge, which
now includes heme a, a3, CuB, and Y288 only (red line), varies from 0 to 1. The sum
charge on the PLS with (green line)/without (brown line) E286 fixed is shown.
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change the net charge of the whole protein yet induces additional proton uptake to
the PLS. The reprotonation of E286 begins the loss of protons from the PLS (X2).
The chemical proton is transported from E286 into the BNC (X3); this is another step
with no change in net imposed charge, yet it is associated with proton release from
the PLS. Finally, E286 is reprotonated and the PLS reaches its minimum protonation
level (X4).
The pattern for proton loading and release is repeated for all four BNC redox
states, although there is some variation in the amount of protons bound (Figure 4.5A).
Changes of less than one proton bound or released indicate that the site is near its
pKa and so is partially protonated at the beginning and/or that the pKa does not shift
enough for the residue to change from fully protonated to fully deprotonated (Figure
4.6). Though the protons are not constrained to go to the PLS, the equilibrated CcO
does bind and release protons into this region. Heme a is oxidized during proton
loading and reduced during proton release. Protonation of E286 and chemical proton
transfer from E286 to the BNC also contribute to proton release.
4.3.2 Identity of the Residues in the PLS That Change Pro-
tonation in Each Substate Cycle
Twenty-two groups are monitored, providing an unbiased test of which ones are
active members of the PLS (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1). In 1M56, all four propionic
acids of the heme a and a3 are involved in proton loading and release (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.6: The relationship between change in pK′7 and change in protonation. The
proton loading and release from the PLS is often made up of small changes in the
average protonation of individual sites. Here an example of an acid with a pKa at 7
(black line) has its pKa raised due to some environmental change by blue: 0.5; green:
1; red: 3 pH units. Solid lines show the titration and the dashed lines show the proton
released as a function of pH. If the ∆pKa is a 0.5 pH units (blue solid line) the residue
loses 0.26 protons at pH 7. This indicates in an equilibrated protein this residue is
found to be initially protonated in 50% of the proteins. After the change now 24%
of the proteins in the ensemble have the residue protonated (blue dashed line). With
a ∆pKa of 1 pH unit (green solid line) the maximum proton lost is 52% at pH 7.5
(green dashed line).The proton uptake also depends on the pH of observation. If the
initial pKa is much lower or much higher than the pH then the change in the pKa
does not lead to changes in residue protonation unless the new pKa has moved to be
within ∼1.5 pH units of the observation pH. A large pH shift is needed to pick up
one proton. For example, if the pKa moves from being ∼2 pH units below the pH (so
the system is only 1% protonated at the start) to ∼2 pH units above the pH (so the
system is 99% protonated) the system would take up ∼0.98 protons.
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These four acids are all deprotonated when the PLS has the fewest protons bound;
they are partially protonated as heme a is reduced and E286 deprotonated (X5 and
X6). When the electron is transferred from heme a to the BNC (X1), the captured
proton goes to the heme a3 propionates, with the heme a propionates returning to
their deprotonated state. The heme a3 propionates then lose their protons over the
following steps (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Sites of proton loading in the PLS in 1M56. The proton loading and
release to the 4 propionic acids in 1M56 is shown. The ensemble of PRA (black)
and PRD (grey) of Heme a increase their proton binding early in the cycle and then
release it to the PRA (red) and PRD (orange) of Heme a3. In 1M56 other residues
contribute little so the sum of the protons loaded to these 4 propionic acids (green
dots) equals the total protons loaded to the PLS (cyan dash).
4.3.3 Protonation Changes Outside of the PLS in 1M56
The non-PLS residues also respond to buffer the imposed charge. In 1M56, the
non-PLS residues take up and release 0.6-0.8 protons in different redox states (Figure
4.5A). Because these residues bind and release protons from the same side of the
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membrane, they do not contribute to pumping. Approximately 10-20 residues con-
tribute to this distal protonation change (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2). No individual
non-PLS residue binds more than 0.3 protons. Most of these residues are relatively
solvent-exposed on both inner and outer surfaces; they start out partially protonated,
with their pKa ∼7, so a small change in the electrostatic potential leads to changes
in protonation. Other internal residues, such as E90 and H212 of chain III, are in ion
pairs, where proton transfer occurs within the pair and so makes little contribution
to the total charge change.
4.3.4 Proton Loading Cycle in Different CcO Structures
The same CcO reaction cycle is imposed on five additional crystal structures, in-
cluding three from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, one from Paracoccus denitrificans, one
from Bovine as well as six Rhodobacter sphaeroides Molecular Dynamics (MD) snap-
shots (Table 4.3). The response of the PLS in these structures is divided into three
groups (Figure 4.9). In the first group, proton uptake and release is seen in the PLS
cluster in all four redox states. Changes in protonation vary from ∼0.6-1 proton, with
more significant uptake in E and R than in F and O portions of the cycle (Figure
4.9A). The second group supports loading and release of ∼1 proton in E and R states,
but with significantly less proton uptake in F and O—this includes 1M56, which has
been described above, several other Rhodobacter sphaeroides MD snapshots, and the
Bovine CcO structure 2OCC (Figure 4.9B). The last group shows little or no proton
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Figure 4.8: Non-PLS residues that change protonation states in 1M56. The maximum
of their changes is 0.3 charge units, and the groups which bind ≥0.05 protons are
shown. Red: acidic side chains; Blue: basic side chains; Black: groups whose charge
is defined in each sub-state (Figure 4.4). The majority of these residues are on the
solvent accessible surface of the protein or in buried ion pairs. The residues are listed
in Table 4.2.
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loading in the PLS; it includes the Rhodobacter sphaeroides structures 2GSM and
3FYE, and the Paracoccus denitrificans structure 1AR1 (Figure 4.9C).
The Rhodobacter sphaeroides structures 1M56, 2GSM, and 3FYE show a range of
proton uptake into the PLS. The MD snapshots derived from 1M56 can either take
up more (1M56a) or less (1M56b) protons than the parent structure. The behavior
is not correlated with the size of the cavity near E286 that controls the Glutamate
proton affinity [146, 155]. The behavior of the Paracoccus denitrificans and Bovine
CcO structures fits within the range found with the Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO
structures.
In the eight structures that show proton uptake, a small subset of residues moni-
tored as the PLS contributes to proton loading. In different Rhodobacter sphaeroides
structures, in addition to the four propionic acids, Arg A52, 412, 481, and 482, and
Lys B227 load at least 0.1 proton in at least one structure. In 1M56, all four propi-
onates change charge (Figure 4.7). In 1M56f, only PRA of heme a3 takes up ∼0.9
protons. Five structures use three or four residues, whereas two structures use two
residues and one uses a single residue. In Paracoccus denitrificans, Lys B191 and
the heme a3 acids load protons. In the bovine structure, both heme a3 acids, Asp
A52 and Lys B171, contribute. Thus, the PLS is more of a cluster than a single site.
Which residues are active is influenced by small differences between structures, which
are highlighted in these calculations where the protein backbone is fixed (Table 4.4,
4.5). This suggests that in an experimental ensemble of structures, protons could be
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Figure 4.9: Proton loading to the PLS in different structures. These are divided into
three categories. A: Significant proton loading in each redox state. B: Significant pro-
ton loading in the E and R substate cycle and less in F and O. C: The largest uptake
less than 0.5 protons with little proton binding in F and O. Solid lines: Rhodobacter
sphaeroides CcO structures; Dashed green lines: Bovine (A) and Paracoccus denitri-
ficans (C). 1M56a-1M56f represent 6 snapshots initiated with the 1M56 Rhodobacter
sphaeroides CcO structure [155]
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loaded to different sites. However, the PRA and PRD of heme a3 are most likely to
play roles in proton uptake. These two groups will be examined to understand why
more protons are loaded in the E and R states than in F and O, and why some
structures load more protons than others.
4.3.5 Comparison of the Four BNC Redox States
In most CcO structures investigated, there are more protons loaded in E and R
states than in F and O. The net imposed charge and the heme a and E286 charge
distributions are independent of redox state. However, the BNC charge distribution
is different in the four redox states (Figure 4.5A, 4.4 and Table 4.1). The interaction
of PRA and PRD of heme a3 with the BNC was calculated in each structure (Figure
4.10). The electrostatic potential from the BNC at these two propionic acids is
∼120mV more negative in the E and R states than that in F and O, although the
net charge is the same in all redox states. The negative potential raises the PRA and
PRD proton affinity, increasing their pK′7 by ∼2 pH units in E and R states.
4.3.6 The Factor That Change the PLS Proton Uptake
In all structures, the four propionic acids are fully ionized in the substate where
the PLS has the fewest protons (X4). Figure 4.11 compares the proton uptake in the
E state, which generally has a large uptake, and the R state, which has lower uptake
with the proton affinity of the PRA and PRD of heme a3 as given by their pK
′
7s
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Figure 4.10: Interaction of the BNC with PRA (top) and PRD (bottom) of Heme a3.
Heme a3, CuB with their associated aquo ligands and Y288 are included in the BNC
here. The units for interactions are the energy sufficient to shift the pKa by 1 pH
unit (58.6meV). A positive value stabilizes the protonated acid, raising the proton
affinity. The maximum interaction (in X1-X2 substates) is ∼2 pH units more positive
in the E and R states than in F and O. Black: structures with proton loading in
all 4 redox states (Figure 4.9A); Grey: structures with intermediate levels of proton
loading (Figure 4.9B); Brown: structures with little proton loading (Figure 4.9C). The
interaction between the propionic acids and the BNC does not control the degree of
proton loading in a given structure.
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(Eq.1.1). In all of the structures that show significant proton loading, at least one
of the heme a3 propionates has its pK
′
7 near or above 7. Comparing these structures
shows changes in interactions of the propionic acids with other PLS residues and with
the backbone dipoles contribute to the difference in pK′7; this is not unexpected given
the density of charged groups in the PLS—however, it indicates one special interaction
does not decide between structures that load protons and ones that do not (Table
4.4, 4.5). The proton affinity of the propionic acids is lowered by as much as 3.6
pH units when a proton has moved into the BNC. Thus, the long-range electrostatic
interactions with the chemical proton in the BNC can push the proton out of the
PLS [117,120,144,156].
Figure 4.11: Dependence of the PLS proton uptake on the proton affinity of heme a3
acids (pK′7). The change in PLS protonation in the R1 (dot) and E1 (ring) substates
relative to that found in the R4 substate, which has the fewest protons bound. The
higher pK′7 of heme a3 acids is used for each CcO structure in R1 or E1 substate. The
linear regression line has an R2 of 0.729.
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To test the importance of the propionic acids, their proton affinity is increased
in 2GSM, a structure that does not load protons into the PLS (Figure 4.12, 4.13).
The pK′7 of heme a and a3 propionic acids range from 0.1 to 5.5 in the substates
where protons should be loaded. The PLS does not load protons in F and O states
and binds ∼0.2 protons in E and R. When the proton affinity of heme a3 acids is
increased to shift the pK′7 by 4 pH units, 0.6 protons are taken up in F and O states,
and one proton in E and R. Interestingly, if both heme a3 acids are fixed in their
neutral states in the cycle, the PLS loads one proton. Arg A481 and Asp A407, which
are hydrogen bonded to PRD and PRA of heme a3, respectively, become the sites
for proton loading. Several residues in the PLS cluster have been mutated such as
D407 [157] and R481 [158, 159] with modest changes in pumping; this is consistent
with the finding here that more than one residue makes up the PLS and they can
substitute for each other.
4.3.7 The Proton Affinity of E286
The protonation state of E286 is fixed in the imposed substates that generate
the results shown in Figure 4.5A. The sequence chosen has reprotonation of E286
occurring after electron transfer from heme a to the BNC (Figure 4.3). As found
previously, the E286 pK′7 is >10 in all substates for all crystal structures and some
MD snapshots [155]. With such a high proton affinity, the deprotonated E286 may
be very unstable so the assumption made here that the PLS comes to equilibrium
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Figure 4.12: pK′7s of Heme a3 propionic acids in structures 1M56a and 2GSM. 1M56a
loads ∼1 proton (Figure 4.9). The PRD of Heme a3 (black) has its pK′7 above pH
7 in substate where protons are bound and below 7 in substates where protons are
released. In contrast, the pK′7s for all Heme propionates of 2GSM (red/orange) (as
well as 3FYE and 1AR1 not shown) stay below 5 in all substates. So although the
proton affinity of the 2GSM propionates changes with the substates this structure
shows little proton loading in the PLS region (see Fig.4.9C). In 1M56, 1M56b and
2OCC, both propionates have their pK′7s just below 7 (not shown). So each acid
becomes partially protonated, but the net effect is approximately one proton is loaded
into the PLS.
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Figure 4.13: Proton loading in 2GSM when the proton affinity of Heme a3 acids is
increased. The proton affinity of the propionic acids is key to the ability of the PLS
to load protons (Figure 4.11, 4.12). The affect of modifying this value in 2GSM that
has little proton uptake into the PLS was explored. The maximum pK′7 of PRA and
PRD of Heme a3 is 5.1 and 5.5 while it is 4.2 and 0.1 for Heme a, and the PLS cluster
does not load protons in F and O and binds a maximum of 0.2 protons in the E
and R transitions (blue line). If the acids are fixed ionized no protons are loaded
(black line). The proton affinity of both propionates was increased by 5.44 kcal/mol,
sufficient to shift the pK′7 by 4 pH units. Now the maximum pK
′
7 is 8.6 and 9.2 and
0.6 protons are taken up in the F and O states, and 1 proton in the E and R states
(brown line). If the pK′7 is raised by 8 pH units (grey line) or is fixed in their neutral
state (black dashed line), one proton is loaded and released in all 4 redox states. Here
Arg A481 and Asp A407, which are hydrogen bonded to the PRD and PRA of Heme
a3 respectively, become the sites for proton loading.
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with an anionic Glutamate may not be correct. The proton uptake into the PLS
was determined in the structure 1M56a, which shows robust pumping, without fixing
the protonation state of E286. There are now only three defined substates: X2, X4,
and X5, because the substates with a fixed deprotonated E286 are not considered
(Figure 4.3). The free E286 remains protonated. However, the proton loading and
release in the PLS is still seen (Figure 4.5B, 4.14); it is smaller in the F and O
states and less changed in the E and R states, which is not unexpected, because the
charge distribution in the BNC raises the proton affinity of the PLS less in the F and
O states so the contribution of a negatively charged E286 is more important there.
Thus, proton loading still occurs when E286 remains protonated.
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Figure 4.14: The pK′7 of E286 in different structures. 1M56a and 1M56e are two MD
snapshots initiated with the 1M56 Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO structure [155]. In
1M56a (black) E286 is in a dry region of the protein. In 1M56f (orange) a water-filled
cavity has opened that stabilizes the ionized E286. In the latter structure the pK′7
falls below 7, showing that a metastable ionized E286 may be possible. Both of these
structures support loading of ∼1 proton into the PLS region (Figure 4.9A).
The simulation with free E286 was repeated in the 1M56e structure, which has a
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large cavity near E286 that is opened when MD simulations are run in the presence
of a protonated PRD of heme a3 [155]. This structural change better solvates the
ionized E286, stabilizing the deprotonated state. Robust pumping is seen in the
standard 24-substate cycle (Figure 4.9A). In this simulation, the pK′7 of E286 and
the PRA of heme a3 are both close to 7 (Figure 4.14). Thus, E286 and the PRA
are both partially protonated in all substates and so both respond to the changes in
electrostatic interactions imposed by changing the charge on heme a and the BNC
(Figure 4.15). With the lower E286 proton affinity, there is a mixture of states with
either E286 or the PLS protonated, revealing the possibility of proton transfer from
E286 to the PLS [155].
4.3.8 Factors That Modulate the Proton Affinity of the PRA
of Heme a3
The pK′7s of PRA and PRD of Heme a3 are highly correlated with the ability of
the PLS to load and release protons (Figure 4.11). The pK′7 of PRA of Heme a3 in
each structure reaches its maximum in the R1 substate, which occurs after an electron
has been transferred from Heme a to the BNC in the presence of deprotonated E286.
The proton affinity of the PRA of Heme a3 in substate R1 of different structures is
compared (Table 4.4). In the structures that show good pumping (Figure 4.9A) the
maximum pK′7 is ≥9.9, while it ranges from 5.1 to 7.9 in the structures with little
proton uptake. The proton affinity is lowered by interaction with the backbone amide
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the PLS charge with and without E286 fixed in 1M56e.
1M56e has a large cavity near E286. This lowers the pK′7 of E286 [155], so it can
be deprotonated at equilibrium at pH 7 (purple line) (Figure 4.14). The red line is
the charge of E286 in the substates where it is fixed. There is little proton loading
into the PLS (not shown). However, the summed charge of E286 and the PLS (brown
circle) is similar to the charge of the PLS with E286 fixed in different substates (green
line). This illustrates that when the proton affinity of E286 is lowered, a mixture of
states with E286 or the PLS protonated is found. We expect that the structure with
a low E286 pKa (near 7) represented by 1M56a is not present in all substates. It was
generated in MD simulations where the PRD of Heme a3 was fixed protonated. This
conformational change would be expected to occur as protons are bound and released
in the PLS.
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dipoles by ∼1.4 kcal/mol in structures that do not load protons. In addition, the
electrostatic interaction with other charged residues contribute ∼3 pH units (or 4.8
kcal/mol) to the difference between the proton affinity in different structures. These
different crystal structures and MD snapshots give a sense of the range of behavior
that could be found in an ensemble of CcO molecules. We have no information about
how easily the different conformations interconvert or which is at the lowest energy.
The significant electrostatic interactions with other charged residues are listed (Table
4.5).
4.4 Conclusion
The work presented here addresses the long-standing questions about the identity
of the PLS in CcO and determines if long-range electrostatic interactions are sufficient
to lead to proton loading and release. A cluster of residues play roles showing the PLS
is not a single site; this is not unexpected given the number of ionizable residues in
the region on P-side of the protein. Different input structures show different amounts
of proton loading. The proton affinity of the heme a3 acids controls the number of
protons bound; if their pK′7s (Eq.1.1) are much lower than 7, they stay fully ionized
and the PLS does not load protons through the cycle. This behavior would be seen in
uncoupled CcO where O2 is reduced with no proton pumping. When the propionate
pK′7s are ≥7 in the substates where heme a is reduced and E286 deprotonated, proton
loading and release is seen. Interestingly, if the propionic acids are fixed in their
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protonated states through the cycle, one proton is loaded in each CcO redox state,
using residues that are hydrogen bonded to the now neutral acids.
The behaviors of Paracoccus denitrificans and Bovine CcO are highly similar to
that found for Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO. In addition, the similarity of proton
loading and release shows that one mechanism suffices to allow pumping one proton
each time the protein is reduced in all aa3-type CcOs. The results are thus consis-
tent with previous models suggesting that protons should be loaded when heme a is
reduced, and released when a proton is transferred to the BNC [117]. However, the
free calculations show loading and release occur over several substates of the reaction
cycle rather than being coupled to a single step of the reaction.
4.5 Materials and Methods
4.5.1 Protein Coordinates
Crystal structures 1M56 [63], 2GSM [73], 3FYE [142] (Rhodobacter sphaeroides),
1AR1 [46] (Paracoccus denitrificans), and 2OCC [160] (Bovine) were analyzed. In
addition, MD snapshots initiated with 1M56 coordinates in different CcO redox states
were studied (denoted 1M56a-1M56f). 1M56a-1M56d have a small cavity near E286 as
found in the crystal structure. 1M56e and 1M56f have a large and water-filled cavity
near E286 [155]. All structures have E286 in the downward direction toward the D-
channel. The redox states fixed in the MD simulation that produced the snapshots
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are given in Table 4.3.
4.5.2 Substates in the Calculation
The substate order relies on experimental studies of the electron and proton trans-
fer in the PR-to-F transition [12,117,149] and is the same as used previously in other
simulations [154]. The PR state occurs between R and F after electron transfer into
the BNC breaking the O-O bond to form the feryl heme a3. PR is formed when heme
a is reduced before oxygen reduction, and heme a, not Y288, provides the fourth elec-
tron needed for O2 reduction [12,161]. In the substate cycle the PR state is denoted
F1 and F2. Though there is only information about the substates in the PR/F redox
state, each of the four redox states will be assumed to proceed through the same
electron and proton transfer sequence—the only difference is which cofactor in the
BNC is reduced and whether the aquo ligand to heme a3 or CuB or Y288 receives the
proton (Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1).
4.5.3 MCCE Calculation
Though the redox and protonation states of heme a, a3, CuB, Y288, and E286 are
fixed, the protonation states of the rest of the protein are allowed to reach equilibrium.
MCCE [93] is used to calculate the protonation states of CcO in all substates. In
structures with more than one protein in the crystallographic unit cell (1M56, 2GSM
and 3FYE) the first structure is used. Ca2+ and Mg2+ are retained. For each structure
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the crystal or MD waters are deleted and replaced with a high dielectric constant in
the cavity. A 35A˚ slab of low-dielectric constant material is added with IPECE [93]
to simulate the membrane low dielectric environment. 1M56 has 4 subunits, 2GSM
and 3FYE has only 2. 2OCC has 26 subunits in the crystal structure but only the 2
core polypeptides are retained for analysis. 2OCC does not have a bound Ca2+, but
the Na+ is retained. The additional ligands Cd, CMU, OH, HTO, TRD, PER, Zn
and LDA are deleted.
The atomic charges for CuA, Heme a, a3, and CuBare given in the earlier pub-
lications [60, 61]. The charges for the feryl state of Heme a3 are provided in Table
4.6. CuB has a water ligand that can loose a proton. Heme a and a3 are given
metal-centered charge sets in their oxidized and reduced states [61]. The Fe-O bond
on feryl Heme a3 is oriented perpendicular to the porphyrin plane, and the bond
length is 1.95A˚ with square bipyramidal geometry. For CuA, Heme a, a3, and CuB,
the metal or Heme is combined with the amino acids side chains that serve as metal
ligands to form a unified cofactor as described in earlier MCCE calculations (Table
4.7) [60,61]. The heavy atom rotamer conformation of Tyr A288, which is cross-linked
to His A284, is fixed in the position in the original structures. The cross-link shifts
this Tyrosine pKa,sol to 8.9 [162], lower than the standard Tyrosine pKa,sol of 10.2 [60].
The non-redox-active ions, Ca2+ and Mg2+, are each given a charge of +2.
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4.5.4 Residues That May Be in the PLS
All ionizable residues within 10A˚ of the PRD of heme a3 are assessed as potential
members of the PLS. In Rhodobacter sphaeroides CcO, it includes 22 residues: Arg
A52, 407, 408, 481, 482; Lys B227; His A411; Asp A407, 412, and B229; Glu A54
and B254; Tyr A336, 409, 410, 414, 415, 483, and the PRA and PRD of heme a and
a3. The ligands to Mg
2+, His A411, Asp A412, and Glu B254 are also included. The
residues in the 10A˚ sphere in Paracoccus denitrificans and Bovine CcO are listed in
Table 4.7. The residue charges are summed in each substate of the reaction sequence.
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Table 4.1: Detailed description of all substates in the CcO reaction cyclea
Substates R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 F1b F2b F3 F4 F5 F6
Heme a Ox Ox Ox Ox Red Red Ox Ox Ox Ox Red Red
E286 E− EH E− EH EH E− E− EH E− EH EH E−
Heme a3 Red Red Red Red Red Red F=O F=O F=O F=O F=O F=O
Ligand to Heme a3 OH
− OH− H2O H2O H2O H2O O O O O O O
CuB Red Red Red Red Red Red Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox
Ligand to CuB H2O H2O H2O H2O H2O H2O OH
− OH− H2O H2O H2O H2O
Y288 YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YO− YO− YO− YO− YO− YO−
Events ET +P PT +P +E −P ET +P PT +P +E −P
BNC charge -1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
Imposed charge -1 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 -1
Total charge change in 1M56
PLS part 0.87 0.60 0.02 0 0.13 0.59 0.27 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.06 0.30
Non-PLS part 0.49 0.03 0.45 0 0.32 0.66 0.78 0.33 0.40 -0.06 0.32 0.69
Substates O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
Heme a Ox Ox Ox Ox Red Red Ox Ox Ox Ox Red Red
E286 E− EH E− EH EH E− E− EH E− EH EH E−
Heme a3 Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox
Ligand to Heme a3 OH
− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH−
CuB Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Ox Red Red Red Red Red Red
Ligand to CuB OH
− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− OH− H2O H2O H2O H2O
Y288 YO− YO− YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH YOH
Events ET +P PT +P +E −P ET +P PT +P +E −P
BNC charge -1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0
Imposed charge -1 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 -1
Total charge change in 1M56
PLS part 0.26 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.17 0.58 0.80 0.44 0.02 -0.01 0.16 0.57
Non-PLS part 0.79 0.33 0.49 0.04 0.34 0.62 0.62 0.25 0.45 -0.04 0.32 0.62
a. Five groups have defined changes throughout the cycle: Heme a, a3, CuB, Y288,
E286 and the ligands to Heme a3 and CuB. These ligands can be substrate water
or a monooxygen product (O2− or OH−). The redox states of Heme a, a3 and CuB
are Red (reduced) or Ox (oxidized). The 4 CcO states are shown in Fig.4.4. Each
BNC redox states (R, F, O, and E) is initiated with electron transfer from Heme a
to the BNC. Chemistry is done in the R6 to F1 transition as the 2 waters produced
in the previous cycle are lost, O2 is bound, the O2 bond is broken and a proton is
transferred from Y288 to the OH− on CuB [12, 153]. The electron from Heme a is
used to complete reduction of O2. In the transition between substates F6 and O1 a
proton on the water that is a ligand to CuB is transferred to the O
2− as the feryl Heme
a3 is reduced. Events: The substates are separated by movement of an electron or
proton. ET: internal electron transfer from Heme a to the BNC; +P: proton binding
to E286 from solution; PT: internal proton transfer from E286 to a specific site in the
BNC; −P: E286 deprotonation without explicit proton acceptor defined; +E: electron
transfer to Heme a. The imposed BNC charge (The sum charge of Y288, Heme a3,
CuB and their ligands) ranges from −1 to 0, and the imposed CcO charge ranges
from −1 to +1. The change in net charge in the PLS and the non-PLS residues are
given using R4 as the reference state in 1M56. The total charge of the 22 residues in
the R4 substate is -3.02 in the PLS, while it is -10.37 for the non-PLS residues here.
b. PR state is referred to as F1 and F2.
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Table 4.2: Non-PLS residues that change their average
protonation in simulations in 1M56a
residue charge change residue charge change
His A26 0.27 His A277 0.22
His A93 0.20 Glu C65 0.19
His C3 0.13 Glu B189 0.12
Asp C70 0.10 His C37 0.08
Asp C251 0.08 His C248 0.07
His A534 0.06 Lys A27 0.06
His B96 0.06 Asp B58 0.05
a. All groups with a change in protonation ≥0.05 in 1M56 are listed (Figure 4.8).
Table 4.3: Charge state used in MD simulation for the 6 snapshots initiated with 1M56a
1M56a 1M56b 1M56c 1M56d 1M56e 1M56f
Arg All Arginine side-chains are protonated and have +1 charge.
Lys Lys A362 and 442 are neutral. All the others are protonated with +1 charge.
Asp Asp A407 and C251 are neutral. All others are deprotonated with -1 charge.
Glu Glu C90 and 185 are neutral. All others are deprotonated with -1 charge.
His His A67 and 534, His C37, 132 and 188 are protonated with +1 charge. All others are neutral.
Cys Cys B252 and 256 are deprotonated with charge -1. All others are neutral.
N-terminus Arg A14, Leu B30, Ala C2 and Gly D10 are protonated with +1 charge.
C-terminus Trp A560, Leu B289, Gln C266 and Ala D51 have -1 charge.
CuA with its ligands Net charge is +1 (reduced CuA)
1M56a 1M56b 1M56c 1M56d 1M56e 1M56f
Heme a oxidized reduced reduced reduced reduced reduced
PRA of Heme a deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated
PRD of Heme a deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated
Heme a3 Fe(IV)=O
2− Fe(IV)=O2− Fe(IV)=O2− Fe(IV)=O2− Fe(IV)=O2− Fe(IV)=O2−
PRA of Heme a3 deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated
PRD of Heme a3 deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated deprotonated protonated protonated
CuB Cu(I)−H2O Cu(II)−OH− Cu(II)−OH− Cu(II)−OH− Cu(II)−OH− Cu(II)−OH−
ligands to CuB neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral
E286 protonated protonated deprotonated protonated deprotonated protonated
Y288 neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral neutral
a. A complete description of the MD simulations used to generate 1M56a-1M56f can
be found in reference [155] The non-standard charges on amino acids that are not
liganded to cofactors are taken from Song [60]. All amino acids, chain termini and
propionic acids with the exception of the 5 sites fixed in the reaction cycle are free to
reach equilibrium in the MCCE simulations presented here.
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Table 4.4: Factors contributing to the proton affinity of the PRA of Heme a3 in sub-state R1
a
Loading ≈1 proton(Figure 4.9A) Intermediate(Figure 4.9B) Little loading(Figure 4.9C)
R1 substate 1M56b 1M56d 1M56e 2OCC 1M56 1M56c 1M56f 1AR1 2GSM 3FYE Diffb
Interaction with backbone -2.3 -2.9 -1.4 -2.1 -2.2 -2.5 -1.3 -2.7 -3.3 -3.3 2.0
Desolvation energy 8.1 7.1 6.5 7.1 7.0 8.2 6.7 7.2 6.9 7.6 1.7
Electrostatic residue interaction 0.1 1.2 -0.4 0.2 -1.4 -3.7 -2.8 -1.4 -3.2 -3.1 4.9
VDW residue interaction 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.2 -0.8 1.5
pK′7 11.4 10.5 9.9 10.0 8.4 7.2 7.8 7.9 5.1 5.3 6.3
Difference protons bound in PLS
Substates R1-R4 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.2
Substates R1-E4 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.2
a. The substates with significant proton loading have a high pK′7 for the Heme a3
propionic acids. Those with little loading generally have a lower proton affinity. The
largest differences between different structures come from interactions of the propi-
onic acids with other residues (Table 4.5) and with the backbone.
b. Diff: The difference between the minimum and maximum values for this contri-
bution to the proton affinity of PRA of Heme a3 amongst all the structures. Values
given in the units of energy needed to change the proton affinity by 1 pH unit (1.36
kcal/mol). The backbone dipoles stabilize the ionized PRA. The desolvation energy
favors the neutral form. The interactions with individual nearby amino acids are given
in Table 4.5. These favor ionization more in structures that do not load protons well.
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Table 4.5: Significant electrostatic interactions of the PRA of Heme a3 with other residues in different structures in sub-state R1
a
Loading ≈1 proton(Figure 4.9A) Intermediate(Figure 4.9B) Little loading(Figure 4.9C)
bovine 2OCC Rb. sphaeroides 1M56b 1M56d 1M56e 1M56 1M56c 1M56f 2GSM 3FYE P. denitrificans 1AR1 Diffb
Arg A38 -0.75 Arg A52 -0.84 -0.69 -0.68 -0.82 -0.76 -0.71 -0.81 -0.82 Arg A54 -0.93 0.25
Glu A40 0.26 Glu A54 0.26 0.29 0.17 0.28 0.29 0.18 0.27 0.27 Glu A56 0.28 0.12
His A138 -0.02 Glu A182 0.49 0.39 0.22 0.58 0.27 0.25 0.44 0.41 Glu A174 0.5 0.6
Asp A144 0.17 Asp A188 0.24 0.13 0.2 0.26 0.2 0.2 0.16 0.17 Asp A180 0.22 0.13
Asp A212 0.19 Asp A256 0.38 0.42 0.15 0.45 0.4 0.16 0.26 0.28 Asp A248 0.28 0.3
Arg A213 -0.26 Arg A257 -0.31 -0.16 -0.12 -0.38 -0.15 -0.13 -0.27 -0.28 Arg A249 -0.25 0.26
Asp A227 0.16 Asp A271 0.84 0.78 0.68 0.84 0.75 0.68 0.31 0.37 Asp A263 0.45 0.68
Glu A242 1.11 Glu A286 1.27 1.49 1.4 1.32 1.34 1.62 1.15 1.12 Glu A278 1.13 0.51
Arg A302 -0.84 Asn A345 0.18 -0.1 -0.12 0.11 0.04 0.15 0.19 0.18 Asn A337 0.15 1.03
Asp A364 -0.93 Asp A407 -1.06 -0.66 -0.69 -0.39 -1.71 -1.05 -1.2 -1.36 Asp A399 -0.62 1.32
Ile A365 0 Arg A408 -1.63 -1.35 -1 -1.37 -1.39 -1 -1.31 -1.43 Arg A400 -1.16 1.63
His A368 1.08 His A411 1.34 2.74 3.01 -1.14 -1 1.85 0.49 0.35 His A403 0.46 4.15
Asp A369 5.02 Asp A412 5.43 3.74 2.51 5.23 5.35 0 5.36 5.83 Asp A404 3.84 5.83
Thr A370 -0.33 Thr A413 -0.28 -0.31 -0.34 -0.21 -0.35 -0.25 -0.31 -0.35 Thr A405 -0.28 0.14
Leu A433 0 Arg A476 -0.73 -0.83 -0.56 -0.69 -0.7 -0.5 -0.56 -0.71 Arg A468 -0.61 0.83
Arg A438 -5.44 Arg A481 -5.18 -4.9 -3.18 -5.31 -5.18 -3.14 -5.53 -5.32 Arg A473 -5.41 2.39
Arg A439 -3.97 Arg A482 -3.53 -3.86 -1.86 -3.92 -4.05 -2.08 -4.02 -4.12 Arg A474 -4.22 2.36
Asp A442 0.21 Asp A485 0.25 0.26 0.2 0.26 0.28 0.2 0.26 0.27 Asp A477 0.24 0.08
Asp B25 0 Asp B58 0.97 0.95 0.74 0.8 0.97 0.88 0.82 0.95 Asp B35 0.79 0.97
Asp B158 0.09 Asp B214 0.33 0.1 0.1 0.33 0.13 0.1 0.08 0.09 Asp B178 0.1 0.25
Lys B171 -0.09 Lys B227 -2.62 -2.61 -2.4 -2.23 -2.71 -2.21 -2.61 -2.62 Lys B191 -1.74 2.62
Asp B173 3.48 Asp B229 3.59 3.52 2.8 3.64 3.48 2.7 3.54 3.96 Asp B193 3.87 1.26
Arg B178 -0.34 Arg B234 -0.79 -0.69 -0.83 -0.8 -0.68 -0.75 -0.29 -0.34 Arg B198 -0.33 0.54
Glu B198 4.29 Glu B254 4.03 3.9 2.43 4.62 3.92 2.44 4.83 4.18 Glu B218 4.87 2.44
Heme a -1.8 Heme a -1.61 -1.6 -1.15 -1.77 -1.73 -1.21 -1.67 -1.68 Heme a -1.78 0.65
PRA(a) 2.1 PRA(a) 2.21 2.36 1.14 2.75 2.4 1.31 2.15 2.14 PRA(a) 2.13 1.61
PRD(a) 2.99 PRD(a) 2.69 2.69 1.53 3.28 2.91 1.71 3.01 2.93 PRD(a) 3.14 1.75
Heme a3 3.91 Heme a3 4.12 3.87 2.94 4.01 4 3.09 3.59 3.67 Heme a3 4.2 1.26
PRD(a3) 5.96 PRD(a3) 6.45 6.56 3.29 4.98 6.01 3.69 5.63 6.05 PRD(a3) 6.03 3.27
CuA -1.41 CuA -1.53 -1.58 -0.78 -1.56 -1.59 -0.8 -1.43 -1.45 CuA -1.44 0.81
CuB -4 CuB -4.5 -4.2 -3.45 -4.89 -5.03 -3.35 -3.98 -4.06 CuB -4.77 1.68
Mg -11.02 Mg -10.69 -10.61 -6.73 -10.9 -9.93 -6.68 -11.5 -11.8 Mg -10.6 5.08
Na -0.29 Ca -0.5 -0.52 -0.32 -0.53 -0.58 -0.34 -0.49 -0.49 Ca -0.61 0.32
sum -0.47 -0.73 -0.48 -0.7 -3.19 -4.8 -2.99 -3.43 -3.57 -2.09
a. These interactions contribute to the difference in proton affinity in kcal/mol (Table 4.4).
b. Diff: difference between the minimum and maximum values amongst all the structures.
Values where this difference is ≥2 kcal/mol are in bold.
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Table 4.6: Partial charges for the ferryl Heme a3 used
in MCCE calculations
atom charge atom charge atom charge
FE 0.61 C3C -0.27 2HMC 0.09
CHA -0.1 C4C 0.22 3HMC 0.09
CHB -0.07 CMC -0.27 HAC 0.15
CHC -0.02 CAC -0.15 1HBC 0.21
CHD -0.07 CBC -0.42 2HBC 0.21
N A -0.13 N D -0.12 1HMD 0.09
C1A 0.33 C1D 0.27 2HMD 0.09
C2A -0.3 C2D -0.31 3HMD 0.09
C3A -0.31 C3D -0.3 CB -0.09
C4A 0.28 C4D 0.33 1HB 0.09
CMA 0.5 C2D -0.31 2HB 0.09
OMA -0.59 CMD -0.27 CG -0.05
N B -0.08 HHA 0.18 ND1 -0.36
C1B 0.24 HHB 0.19 HD1 0.32
C2B -0.28 HHC 0.17 CE1 0.25
C3B -0.29 HHD 0.19 HE1 0.13
C4B 0.25 HMA 0.09 NE2 -0.7
CMB -0.27 1HMB 0.09 CD2 0.22
N C -0.07 2HMB 0.09 HD2 0.1
C1C 0.24 3HMB 0.09 O -0.5
C2C -0.28 1HMC 0.09
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Table 4.7: Ionizable residues in the PLS in Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Paracoccus denitri-
ficans and Bovine CcOa
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (1M56) Paracoccus denitrificans (1AR1) Bovine (2OCC)
Arg A52 Arg A54 Arg A38
Glu A54 Glu A56 Glu A40
Gly A92 Gly A84 Asp A51
Tyr A175 Tyr A167 Tyr A129
Tyr A336 Tyr A328 Phe A293
Asp A407 Asp A399 Asp A364
Arg A408 Arg A400 Ile A365
Tyr A409 Val A401 Val A366
Tyr A410 Tyr A402 Leu A367
His A411 His A403 His A368
Asp A412 Asp A404 Asp A369
Tyr A414 Tyr A406 Tyr A371
Tyr A415 Tyr A407 Tyr A372
Arg A476 Arg A468 Leu A433
Arg A481 Arg A473 Arg A438
Arg A482 Arg A474 Arg A439
Tyr A483 Tyr A475 Tyr A440
Asp A485 Asp A477 Asp A442
Tyr A486 Tyr A478 Tyr A443
Phe A490 Phe A482 Tyr A447
Lys B227 Lys B191 Lys B171
Asp B229 Asp B193 Asp B173
Glu B254 Glu B218 Gly B198
Tyr B262 Tyr B226 Phe B206
PRA(a) PRA(a) PRA(a)
PRD(a) PRD(a) PRD(a)
PRA(a3) PRA(a3) PRA(a3)
PRD(a3) PRD(a3) PRD(a3)
a. The acidic and basic residues within 10A˚ of the D-propionic acid (Cδ) of Heme
a3 are included in the potential PLS. Amino acids in italic are groups where a non-
ionizable residue replaces an ionizable one in different species. Residues in bold:
have charge changes ≥0.1 units in at least one CcO structure. Other residues retain
standard protonation states with Asp, Glu, Arg and Lys ionized and Tyr neutral
through the reaction cycle.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The transmembrane proton gradient is the primary source of cellular energy. Cy-
tochrome c Oxidase pumps protons uphill across the membrane using the energy
released by the reduction of O2. Proton transport requires that residues change their
proton affinity during the reaction cycle.
A conserved glutamate residue has been proposed to play a key role in proton
pumping, although factors that control the timing and destination of proton trans-
fers by this residue remain poorly understood. By integrating results from multiple
computational methodologies, we propose a mechanism in which changes in local hy-
dration and electrostatic interactions regulate the proton affinity of this key residue
and, as a result, proton transfer activities. The results highlight the functional sig-
nificance of local protein motions and hydration state of internal cavities.
Calculation of proton binding identifies a cluster of residues that bind and release
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a proton on each reduction of the active site. These residues can constitute a proton
loading site. The same proton-pumping mechanism can be used for each of the four
redox steps carried out in the reaction cycle. But the change in states of BNC have
effect on the proton pumping features. The heme propionic acids play the central role
in proton loading. If the propionic acid proton affinity is too low, no protons will be
loaded. But extreme high proton affinity of these propionic acid does not destroy the
proton pumping. The amount of proton pumping in each transition in the catalytic
cycle does not exceed 1 charge unit. In this condition, other ionizable residues in
the proton loading site replace these propionic acids for proton loading and release
to achieve the proton transfer.
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